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Abstract

This study examined student perceptions towards testing mandates. The specific purpose was to gain an understanding into the perceptions students have towards testing mandates and determine their perceived value in the areas of (1) Improvement, (2) External attribution, (3) Affective benefits, and (4) Irrelevance. In analyzing the perceptions of students, this study also focused on particular demographics that were identified in the literature as significant predictors of student performance (i.e. gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, parent education, GPA and plans after high school) to determine if these variables not only affect student performance, but also perceptions towards mandated tests. This study investigated 360 ninth and tenth grade students from five high schools within one suburban school district. A demographic questionnaire, Brown’s student conceptions of assessment survey (SCoA-VI), and three open-ended response questions were utilized in the study. The findings showed 9th and 10th grade students disagreed about the importance these testing mandates had towards their “Improvement”, “External Attribution” and “Affective Benefits”. High school students agreed mandated assessments were irrelevant. In addition to the SCoA-VI and open-ended question, certain demographic characteristics were found to influence student perceptions towards mandated assessments. Females were more likely to view the assessments as unfair, ignored, not enjoyable or helpful and not a good measure for the quality of the school and/or their future employment when compared to male students. English speaking students were more likely to view mandated assessments as irrelevant when compared to other languages examined. Also, white students, those planning to attend college or technical training, and those with higher levels of parent/guardian education tended to disagree that mandated assessments were enjoyable
and/or helpful to classmates. In conclusion, students had a dislike for testing mandates. Despite the negative feelings, students offered insights and suggestions for creating a more conducive measure that is relevant, reliable and offers opportunities for improvement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Background

Over the past several decades educational policies have increasingly mandated student achievement tests at the national, state and district level. Mandated assessments have become an annual ritual for students throughout their elementary and secondary education. Many states and school districts mandate testing programs to provide a multitude of ways for their schools to accurately assess student achievement and to have the ability to compare results with other students, schools, teachers and administrators. Several states have taken further steps towards increasing accountability by endorsing value-added models as a means to evaluate an educator’s contribution to student learning within a given school year and/or time frame. Having accountability measures tied to assessment results establish achievement goals or standards for students, teachers, and administrators. Assessment scores can bring public praise, accolades, financial rewards, embarrassment and/or heavy sanctions. In the United States, assessment mandates assigned at the state and district level vary greatly on the magnitude these stakes and accountability measures hold for those involved in the testing process. Uncertainty and value of the assessments has caused testing mandates to be a contentious topic within educational research (Adamson, Astrand & Darling-Hammond, 2016; Ravitch, 2010; Nichols & Berliner, 2007)

Proponents for testing mandates highlight several benefits students receive from these assessments based on the perceptions of their teachers, school personnel, district leaders and policymakers. Reeves (2009) found that not only do formative assessments provide information
to students and teachers about learning, they can also be very rewarding by providing benchmarks for students to sustain their learning. Several other studies emphasized the positive shift in instruction due to the implementation of these mandates linking school incentives to results. Much of the changes identified from these various studies were aimed at improving student achievement by increasing total instruction time, curriculum alignment with learning standards and adding more professional development for teachers (Ferguson, Kober, & Stark-Rentner, 2017; White and Rosenbaum, 2008; Rouse et. al, 2007; Hamilton, Stecher & Klein 2002). These studies suggest the positive impact testing mandates have had on teachers in their instruction, professional growth and development, and on the overall learning objectives achieved in the classroom. Much of the literature supporting common assessments focused on the idea that having these mandates provides a consistent foundation for all stakeholders to measure and assess student achievement (Brown 2010; Wolf, 2007).

On the other hand, opposing perspectives found in the research suggest a more negative outlook towards these assessment mandates in the areas of instructional practices, content and the increase in time devoted for preparing and assessing students (Davis, 2011; Wagner, 2008, Amrein & Berliner, 2002a). Amrein & Berliner (2002a) noted that these practices were more common near testing dates and among teachers of poor, minority students. In addition, Cunningham and Sanzo (2002), for example, found that high-stakes testing negatively impacted creative and effective teachers by leading them to cram for tests rather than focusing on instruction. Several other studies supported similar effects on how instruction was adjusted based on the assessment criteria which caused other non-tested subjects to become limited or obsolete (Davis, 2011; Rothstein et al., 2008; Wagner, 2008; Au, 2007; Koretz and Hamilton, 2003; Amrein & Berliner, 2002a). Many of these studies that acknowledged the downside of testing
mandates were conducted with on-site faculty at the building level who oversee instruction and curriculum.

With a large amount of literature surrounding the perceived benefits and drawbacks of testing mandates, little research has actually been examined on the perceptions of those most directly impacted by mandated tests—the students who take the assessments. Student viewpoint concerning assessment mandates has been understudied and/or overlooked. The information gained from student perceptions could not only broaden the current research, but also provide additional clarity on the rationale for why these assessments are mandated at the district, state, and federal level. Understanding how students perceive these experiences with mandated assessments could be useful when making decisions about refining educational policies, strengthening teaching practices and providing better ways for staff and parents to support student growth and performance. Understanding how students feel towards these mandates could offer legislators, administrators, teachers and parents with more purposeful ways to improve testing experiences so that it is more significant to students regarding their learning and future or it could point to the need for different kinds of assessment/measurement practices. The purpose of this study is to gain an awareness into the perceptions of students to determine their perceived value of the assessment mandates in the areas of (1) Improvement, (2) External attribution, (3) Affective benefits, and (4) Irrelevance.

Triplett and Barksdale (2005) found that student perceptions of high-stakes testing were largely disregarded due to the prevailing attitude among researchers that students would naturally report a negative bias toward all forms of accountability assessments. Several studies have compared the beliefs and attitudes of administrators, teachers, pre-service teachers, counselors, and parents (Dworkin & Tobe, 2014; Eslinger, 2014; Husband, 2014; Dawson, 2013). However,
very few studies have considered students’ perceptions of state mandated accountability assessments (Dutro & Selland, 2012; Nelson, McMahan, & Torres, 2012; Heilig, 2011; Triplett & Barksdale, 2005). Given the use of these tests to measure the quality and effectiveness of individual schools and districts, it is critical to consider all possible factors that might contribute to a student’s success or lack of success on these tests (Horn, 2003). It is important to understand student perceptions as they are the objects for these testing mandates.

Student performance on standardized tests is a key component of federal, state and district mandates and is ultimately a means to determine the quality and success of schools. Raising test scores is an imperative goal for most schools and districts. A wealth of research has shown how demographic variables (i.e. gender, race/ethnicity, income, and English language ability) are a significant predictor that affects student performance (Olszewski-Kubilius and Lee, 2011; Darling-Hammond, et. al (2009); Davis-Kean (2005); Abedi, 2002; Codero-Guzman, 2001; Hartman, 2001; Alexander, Entwisle & Bedinger (1994)). In analyzing the perceptions of students, this study focused on particular demographics that were identified as significant predictors of student performance (i.e. gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, parent education, GPA and plans after high school) to determine if these variables not only affect student performance, but also their perceptions regarding mandated tests.

**Problem Statement**

The study is designed to investigate student perceptions (beliefs) regarding mandated assessments and whether key demographic variables (gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, parent education, GPA and plans after high school) influenced student perceptions towards mandated assessments. Investigating these demographic variables allowed for connections to
existing research on the academic achievement differences associated with these factors. Furthermore, the study investigated the relationship these demographics have on achievement and how it corresponds to the students’ perception towards testing mandates.

**Research Questions**

R1: What are high school students’ perceptions toward mandated testing on improvement, external attribution, affective benefits and irrelevance as measured by Brown’s SCoA-VI survey?

A) Do high school students feel testing mandates improve teaching and student learning (Improvement)?

B) Do high school students feel mandated assessments measure the school’s quality and predict the student’s future in education and employment (External attribution)?

C) Do high school students feel these assessments are beneficial to themselves and classmates (Affective benefits)?

E) Do high school students feel mandated assessments are unfair and ignored (Irrelevance)?

R2: Do high school student perceptions toward mandated assessments differ based on selected demographic characteristics including gender, race, primary language, parent education, GPA, and plans after high school?

**Significance of the Study**

This study is significant because it expands the research on mandated assessments, which has been a theme for educational policies throughout the past several decades (PDK International, 2017). Standardized assessments continue to be at the forefront for policymakers
as an efficient way to measure schools, teachers and student performance. As testing mandates remain a heavily emphasized topic, this study is important because it examines an area that has not been given much credit and/or recognition, which is student perceptions towards testing mandates. Understanding how students perceive testing mandates makes this study significant for three major reasons: it could (1) improve educational policy, (2) strengthen practice for educators, and (3) support student growth and performance. The information gained from this study could be impactful to several stakeholders that are responsible for implementing and supervising these testing mandates.

First, the information gained could be invaluable for federal/state legislators and district administrators as they continue to develop or invest in educational policies supporting standardized assessment mandates. Elwood and Lundy (2010), for example, noted that if given the opportunity students could provide information about the implementation of educational policies, the benefits assessments have towards their learning, and further examination of the systems fairness. Heritage (2013) suggested that in order for this process to be essential to twenty-first century learning, students should be involved in the inquiry and action. Therefore, it would be imperative to involve students in the development of the policies so that they have a role and an opportunity to contribute their input. The information obtained could create greater student buy-in that increases motivation and better understanding of the exams purpose.

Second, understanding student perceptions could better equip school personnel and parents on ways to prepare, handle and advise during testing circumstances for students. Understanding the perceptions of students towards these tests could provide guidance on different types of professional development for teachers needed at the building and classroom levels. Fletcher (2005) and Mitra (2008), for example, emphasized encouraging “student voice”
and the need to understand their perspective in order to effectively change/influence the practice of educators. Understanding how students perceive mandated assessments could provide more direction on how schools and teachers support student learning, the testing process, and further professional development.

Finally, knowing how students perceive these testing mandates could help provide guidelines for faculty and parents to offer improved support and communication to increase student motivation when completing the assessments. Eklof (2007), for example, discussed how student motivation can have significant weight on student performance and assessment results. It is important for strengthening our understanding of student perceptions towards mandated assessments, as further insight on what is significant and/or irrelevant to students can potentially provide staff and parents with better direction on how to offer more meaningful incentives and/or motivational support for students.

As policies continue to emphasize mandated assessments, it is imperative all stakeholders’ perspectives be explored. The significance of the study is that it offers insight into students perceptions towards testing mandates, which is a voice that has not been often heard within the current literature. Furthermore, the study provides recommendations from students for testing changes so that the process could be more meaningful to them and serve as a better measure of the student’s learning and academic performance. The study also provided an opportunity for students to explain and elaborate on their concerns, experiences, and perspectives towards testing mandates that have been implemented throughout their elementary and secondary education. Due to the amount of resources utilized with mandated testing, it is important that these exams measure accurately and are valuable to teachers and students.
Under the current testing circumstances, students in the study described less effort and motivation put forth because of the set-up, time and pressure surrounding these testing mandates. This study’s findings can be very beneficial for school administrators, teachers, parents, policymakers, and state and federal government officials because it gives a glimpse of the students opinions about the tests. Students suggested several areas of improvement to make the testing process more applicable to learners, such as accuracy, test content, and better feedback to assist with future learning. In doing so, this study may lead to a positive change within the practices surrounding mandated assessments.

**Organization of the Study**

This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the study and includes the following sections: background, problem statement, research questions and significance of the study. Chapter 2 provides a critical review of the research and literature related to the study. Chapter 3 explains the methods and procedures used to conduct the study. Chapter 4 describes the findings of the study. Chapter 5 concludes with a review of the study and its findings, a discussion of those findings, conclusions, and implications of the study for educators, administrators, parents, and policymakers, as well as recommendations for future research.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

The review of literature will be guided by the research conducted on mandated assessments. According to the Glossary for Education Reform (2015), the term “assessment” refers to a variety of methods and/or tools that educators use to evaluate, measure, and document academic readiness, learning progress, skill acquisition, and educational needs of a student. While the term assessment can take a wide variety of forms in education, this study focuses on “mandated assessments,” those that are required and initiated by the federal, state government and/or school district.

The literature review will be divided into 5 sections. The first section will give an overview of the mandated assessment movement. In this section, the historical background will outline the process that has occurred to make mandated assessments so influential in our school systems today. The second section will discuss research regarding the perceptions of mandated assessments and the perceived effects that have occurred as a result of these testing mandates. The information presented in this section will provide a better picture for how different aspects of the educational setting have changed based on the assessment mandates as perceived by stakeholders. The third section will present information about correlates in research that affect student performance on testing mandates. This section will provide evidence about how certain contributing factors such as demographics, past performance, and student perception can affect student performance. The fourth section will provide research on student perceptions towards mandated assessments. This section will present information regarding students’ perceptions towards mandated assessments and how it affects their effort and motivation to perform. The
fifth section of the literature review will provide information on various instruments used in research to measure perceptions of assessment. The last section will offer more insight into past studies on the tools used to measure perceptions towards assessments involving various stakeholders and to promote the rationale for this study. The chapter ends with a summary of key findings and rationale for this study.

**Standardized Tests in America**

Standardized assessments have played a role in American education since the 1800s, however it was not until the 20th century before support for standardized tests became more widespread. As for the earliest record of standardized test, China was the first to use assessments as a means to access knowledge and assign government jobs (Fletcher, 2009). Similarly, the U.S. Army adopted achievement tests to identify potential officers from large groups of recruits during World War I. National leaders used these exams to identify academic and managerial talents (Edwards, 2006). The use of standardized tests quickly became more mainstream during World War II and the Cold War because of its efficient and affordable means to access troops (Edwards, 2006).

As for American education, standardized testing began to emerge in the 1800s, however it was not until the 20th century before it became more widespread (Stiggens, 2002). For example, a nonprofit group of universities and educational organizations known as the College Entrance Examination Board was established in the 1900s and began to explore standardized testing for higher education. The board sought to create an exam for northeastern elite universities so they could standardize student admissions (Fletcher, 2009).
Initially the standardized test consisted of essays and was not meant for widespread use. However further development and calibration was made by French psychologist Alfred Binet, who created a standardized test of intelligence, later named the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test (Fletcher 2009). Then in 1926, the College Board founded the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). The SAT became highly regarded for its accessibility and by the end of World War II, the test was being implemented by numerous universities. The SAT quickly became a standard rite of passage for college-bound high school seniors (Fletcher, 2009).

Furthermore, in 1959 Everett Lindquist presented the American College Test (ACT). As mandated assessments began to evolve, the accessibility for applicants and little cost to administer were key factors contributors to its popularity among the government, universities and other organizations. In the 1970s state testing became mainstream and by the 1980s America was assessing nationally (Stiggens, 2002).

An Overview of the Mandated Assessment Movement

It is well documented that mandated assessments have caused a fundamental change within schools (Claibron, 2009; McNeil, 2000). The mandated assessment movement for public schools started when Lyndon Johnson declared a “War on Poverty”. President Johnson, who believed that “full educational opportunity” should be “our first national goal”, signed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) into law (U.S. Department of Education, 1965). To help combat the effects of poverty, schools were provided additional federal funds. The ESEA offered a source of income, referred to as title funds, for schools to use on instructional resources, professional development and various educational programs supporting low-income students. As Title I began to emerge across the nation, little evidence existed as to
whether or not the achievement gap was narrowing between at-risk students and their peers. In order to statistically show improvement, Congress and the U.S. Department of Education knew further measures needed to be taken to ensure that Title I allocations and interventions were more effectively evaluated (Borman and D’Agostino, 2001). In 1969, three years after the implementation of Title I, the ESEA developed the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) to measure the impact funding had on our schools and students. The NAEP assessment was federally mandated and used to measure student achievement nationally. The assessment was given to a random sample of 4th, 8th, and 12th grade students. As states began collecting student data and allocating title funding, a culture quickly established surrounding standardized assessments. For many stakeholders, the federal mandate, NAEP, created the notion of what we refer to as now “testing stakes”. A connection between funding resources and student achievement began to emerge. School funding was quickly being tied to results.

A landmark report known as “A Nation at Risk” alerted constituents and urged policymakers to support tests that included higher standards of academic achievement in lieu of the minimal competency tests that were currently utilized in public schools (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983). In the report, the commission stated, "minimum competency examinations fall short of what is needed, as the minimum tends to become the maximum, thus lowering educational standards for all" (p.20). Furthermore, the commission warned that, “the educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and as people” (p.5).

This report raised concern in the public because school systems were not being accountable, and students were failing. A Nation at Risk argued that Americans test scores were lagging behind their international competitors (Guthrie & Springer, 2004). These results included
NAEP, SAT scores, and data from the International Assessment of Education Achievement to reinforce the claim that the American school system was failing our children. As a result, state legislatures quickly began to revise their states' educational policies to promote more rigorous academic standards. A Nation at Risk created a sense of awareness about the lack of accountability occurring in schools and ultimately pressed those in leadership roles to set forth plans to prevent further decline.

By 1985, almost all states had initiated educational reforms that called for more rigorous graduation requirements, longer school days extending the year and requiring more homework and testing (Shepard, 2002). These changes were only the beginning for educational reforms, as an emphasis on outcomes quickly followed. In 1994, congress renewed ESEA to encourage states to meet high standards by establishing Goals 2000. Students in 4th, 8th, and 12th grades had to complete a competency test in English, math, science, history, and geography. These policies were to offer a sense of assurance to the public because school systems were now being held accountable for maintaining these high standards (Hurst et al., 2003). For many states, the high stakes testing era was established and policymakers were the driving force behind these accountability measures. As each policy began to unfold and intertwine with others, testing continued to play a strong role in on how federal funding would be distributed across states and eventually to schools.

In 2002, Congress reauthorized ESEA when President George W. Bush Jr. signed into law No Child Left Behind (NCLB). Schools were mandated to test ninety-five percent of their students. This policy also placed a cap on modified alternative assessments for at-risk and/or special education students. The defining characteristic of NCLB is the concept of Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP). The state established yearly benchmarks to measure student growth
through the observation of standardized tests scores in math and reading. In many states, high performing schools were awarded extra money and low performing schools were given assistance and a series of consequences over a four-year period if no improvement was evident. Schools not making AYP for two consecutive years would be classified as “failing” and would be required to offer tutoring and other supplemental services (Hurst et al., 2003). According to NCLB, if a Title I school failed to attain AYP, the school district was placed on an improvement plan and at that time parents had the ability to move their children to higher performing schools and/or the ability to receive supplemental educational services for their children. Additionally, schools that continued to display no improvement in meeting AYP would be at risk of losing title funding altogether. Like past policies, NCLB tied educational resources to test results and performance. The quantitative measures established by NCLB greatly increased pressure for many school administrators and educators because school districts relied on the additional federal funding that ESEA provided. NCLB put in place measures that exposed achievement gaps among underserved students and their peers, as well as prompted dialogue nationwide on the importance for improvement in education (Brenchley, 2015). The focus on accountability provided a means to monitor, measure and potentially provide a quality education for all children. Yet, challenges in the implementation process for NCLB became a challenge for many schools and districts.

In 2012, President Barrack Obama granted flexibility to states regarding specific requirements of NCLB in exchange for rigorous and comprehensive state-developed plans designed to close achievement gaps, increase equity, improve the quality of instruction, and increase outcomes for all students (Brenchley, 2015). The waivers permitted by the federal government allowed for flexibility as states and schools created a new design to increase student
performance for their own region. In 2015, President Obama signed the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The ESSA included provision that would ensure success for students and schools by upholding critical protections for disadvantage and high-needs students. A new accountability system encouraged states to work together on common academic standards that were built on college and career readiness (Kansas State Department of Education, 2016). The ESSA law offered flexibility to find the best local solutions, while still providing accountability measures to monitor student progress on their academic performance. At the state level that meant local leaders and school districts were now responsible for identifying and intervening when schools exhibited a large disparity in their numbers in regard to graduation rates, attendance, assessment results, etc... similar to past policies, testing was still a prominent part of the ESSA law.

According to the ESSA, statewide assessments are to be conducted annually in an effort to measure students' progress towards mastering common core standards. Like many state level plans, Kansas utilized a variety of assessments. At the state level, the Kansas Assessment Program (KAP) requires several mandated assessments yearly in various fields of study throughout a student’s public schooling. In English Language Arts (ELA) and mathematics, students are administered exams during their 3rd through 8th and 10th grade school year. KAP alternates yearly science assessments for 5th, 8th and 11th grades with a History/Government assessment in 6th, 8th, and 11th grade. The Kansas English Language Proficiency Assessment (K-ELPA) accesses K through 10th grade students who are identified as English Language Learners (ELL) in the areas of listening, reading, writing, and speaking. Lastly, the Career Pathways Assessment (c-Pass) measures 9th through 12th grade students on their readiness in postsecondary education and/or entry into the workforce. The State Board of Education designed the assessment program to (1) measure specific claims related to the Kansas College and Career
Ready Standards (KCCRS), (2) provide information for calculating Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs) and for state accreditation, (3) report individual student scores along with the student’s performance level and (4) provide subscale and total scores that can be used with local assessment scores to assist in improving a building’s or district’s programs (The Kansas State Department of Education, 2016).

In conclusion, how the mandated assessment movement developed and progressed shows the magnitude at which policymakers and stakeholders sought for improvement in public schools by endorsing standardized accountability systems. Over the years, the level of control and decision making was pushed from heavy federal mandates to more local control within each state government and school district. However, the theme for accountability and routine assessments remained a constant factor throughout as a means for improving schools. As policies changed general accountability measures remained the same to assist those schools and areas identified as low-performing. As testing mandates continue to be endorsed, it is important to reflect on how these routine assessments have transformed schools for better or worse.

**Perceptions of Mandated Assessments**

The idea of schools, teachers, and students being held accountable is a controversial topic in American education. Creating common rigorous academic standards and developing ways to measure how students perform on those standards created opportunities for conversation, comparison, critique and multiple consequences. Much of the debate focused on who (individuals and schools), how, and to what extent assessments should be used to hold accountable. In this section, perceptions of mandated assessments and the intended and unintended effects will be examined from the organization level (district and school) and the
Perceptions at the Organizational Level

Research has shown that districts and schools have responded to accountability in contrasting ways which has led to some intended and unintended results (Ravitch, 2010; Sauder and Espeland, 2008; Nichols and Berliner, 2007). First, from the district and/or school perspective, the intended or positive effects accountability has had on achievement included (1) a more consistent calibration across classrooms (Spillane et al., 2011; Hallett, 2010), (2) better alignment between curriculum frameworks and the content taught within classrooms (Spillane et al., 2011; Brown and Clift, 2010;), and (3) a perceived increase in the amount of effort and productivity displayed by teachers (Reback et al., 2011). Overall, the positive effects perceived from the district and school about standardized accountability systems was that it created consistency in the content, increased collaboration and professional dialog, and served as a motivator for staff. As a result, many school districts across the country began implementing routine mandated achievement test at the building level. These assessments assisted district and building staff in ways to monitor student growth, instruction, teacher performance and school improvement in a smaller more personal setting. Several studies showed that by creating achievement targets, it created a more positive effect on increasing student test performance (Dee & Jacob, 2011; Hanushek & Raymond, 2005; Carnoy & Loeb, 2002). This method has been described by Amrein-Beardsley (2008), as Value-Added Models (VAMs). These assessments are typically used to measure a student’s learning over time, which can show the impact a teacher has as a source of variance in a student’s outcome. This value-added philosophy holds schools and teachers accountable for the learning gains of the students they serve.
As for the unintended effects perceived at the district and school level, studies showed unnecessary reclassification or exemption of certain students from taking the tests (Jennings & Beveridge, 2009; Cullen and Reback, 2006; Figlio and Getzer, 2006; Jacob, 2005). In addition, Jacob (2005) found an increase in special education placement and student retention in grades prior to the tested grade level in Chicago Public Schools.

Regarding intended effects, Berliner & Nicholos (2007) examined the impact high-stakes testing programs had on education since the No Child Left Behind act. These researchers investigated the accounts of teachers, administrators, and journalists. Their findings showed various forms of cheating by students, teachers, and administrators, data manipulation from the state and district, and excluding less-performing students from the test-taking pool. Berliner & Nicholos (2007), further described the impact assessments had on teacher and student morale. Their analysis drew from Campbell's law, the notion that when social consequences are connected to a quantitative value (test scores), the more likely the tests will be corrupted, along with the social processes it was intended to monitor (Campbell, 1979). Their analyses concluded that testing has these effects.

Furthermore, other unintended outcomes perceived by administrators and teachers were in regard to the resources and support provided to students. Au (2007), for example, analyzed 49 qualitative studies to determine how high-stakes testing affected curriculum. The primary effect found was curriculum being narrowed to tested subjects and content fragmented into test related criteria. Additional studies (Rothstein et al., 2008; Black & William, 2004; Koretz and Hamilton, 2003; Stecher et al., 2000) found similar findings with less emphasis on non-tested subjects, as well as content areas becoming limited due to the demands set forth by testing mandates.
Another drawback described by researchers (Hong & Youngs, 2008) is that due to the pressure caused by mandated assessments, educators had an increased focus on students described as "bubble kids", those who are approaching or near passing the test. Similar studies (Deming et al., 2013; Neal & Schanzenbach, 2010) conducted on administrators and teachers also found that an increase in focus and time was spent on marginal students thus taking away focus and time from students who scored at both ends of the achievement distribution.

After reviewing the information, it is clear that several issues need to be considered when examining mandated assessments. Proponents maintain that testing mandates are needed for all students to have a fair and equal opportunity to receive a quality education (Reback et al., 2011; U.S. Department of Education, 2010; Supovitz, 2009). The opposition, however, maintains that the implementation of testing mandates has created a culture of control and anxiety, which limits the access of students and teachers. Given the proponents on either side of the debate, it is important to note that no proven results have led to the conclusion that testing mandates are an effective process of increased learning (Jones & Egley, 2006). It is evident that the outcomes surrounding testing mandates can vary and how districts and schools respond to these measures is what ultimately leads to both intended and unintended results (Ravitch, 2010; Sauder and Espeland, 2008; Nichols and Berliner, 2007).

**Perceptions at the Classroom Level**

A wealth of research has focused on teacher perception of mandated assessments and accountability. Knowing teachers are a major contributing factor to student achievement, it is important to understand how teachers perceive the purpose for these testing mandates and how it has changed their curriculum and instruction. Harris, Harnett, & Brown (2009) conducted teacher interviews and found many negative thoughts about assessments when teachers did not
believe that the assessments were effective in aiding improvement in teacher and student learning. It is important to note that Darling-Hammond & Rustique-Forrester (2005) advised that just by adding more assessments to the teaching and learning process does not guarantee or provide educators with the tools they need to gain a better understanding of student learning.

Similar results were presented in a survey conducted by the National Board on Educational Testing and Public Policy (Pedulla et al., 2003). Educators in the survey reported that their state-testing program contradicted their own notions of good educational practices. Both groups of teachers, 76% of high stakes and 63% of moderate to low-stakes settings, felt the implementation of state testing programs had an adverse effect on their teaching style causing a negative impact on the overall quality of instruction. In addition, pressure to raise test scores was experienced in both low and high-stakes settings from superintendents and principals. Lastly, a substantial number of teachers in both high-stakes (85%) and moderate to low-stakes (67%) settings reported teaching test-taking skills to prepare students for the state test. These findings among several, show that by placing accountability measures on schools and/or teachers it can create a great deal of pressure for educators to improve student performance on tests, as well as pushing them to use less effective teaching habits that are geared specifically toward improving test scores (Pedulla et al., 2003; Hoffman, Assaf, and Paris, 2001; Smith et al., 1991).

The Glossary of Education Reform describes high stakes as test scores that are used to determine accolades, advancements, punishments, or compensation for schools, students and employees (Abbott, 2014). These stakes can range from funding reductions and negative publicity to awards, public celebration, grade promotion and salary increases. As for low stakes tests, these exams are used to measure academic achievement, identify learning problems, and/or
inform instructional practices. In general, what distinguishes high stakes from low stakes tests are not how the tests are designed but rather their function in how these results are used.

As states and districts adopt new mandates, it is imperative to understand how the transition from one assessment to another affects the classroom. Kortez et al. (1991) conducted a 5-year study in a large school district that was transitioning to a new standardized test. Throughout this process, the school mean score dropped more than half a grade level when compared to the data in the previous years. As the district progressed with the new assessment, the average score for each school noticeably increased. To determine if the increase in scores was equated to teaching to the test or actual growth in student learning, the district re-administered the original standardized test and compared it to the new assessment. The conclusion drawn from the study showed that the growth in student performance on the new test was due in part to teaching to the test. This drawback is a real concern for several stakeholders, as teaching practices are influenced in undesirable ways due to fear of not meeting the stakes set forth by these assessment mandates.

Additionally, perceptions portrayed by teachers also showed a shift in subject content and teaching practices. A survey conducted on reading teachers in Texas revealed, that on average, teachers spent 8 to 10 hours per week preparing students for the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) (Hoffman, Assaf, and Paris, 2001). These training activities included teaching test taking skills, marking answer sheets, reviewing topics on the test, and using commercially prepared resources created from the state department. Therefore, when test scores become the goal of the teaching process, it caused those heavily emphasized tested indicators to lose educational value and distort the overall educational process in undesirable ways (Aviv, 2014).
Much of the research surrounding mandated assessments were completed with samples of administrators, teachers, and support staff members. Very little knowledge exists about how these assessments affect students. As for the research conducted on testing mandates, it is evident that this type of testing environment has created an increased amount of pressure and stress for staff and students being held accountable (Hoffman, Assaf, and Paris, 2001; Koretz et al., 1991). With such a variance in how each individual and/or school organization has responded to the pressure, it would be equally valuable to know how students have responded to these testing measures. Lloyd-Smith & Tarr (2000), indicated that very seldom do we utilize pupils as analysts for schooling and/or measures of appropriateness. Conversely, Heritage (2013) stressed the importance for students to be seen as equal stakeholders, especially in assessments, if it is to be used for improving student learning and understanding. By including student perceptions, another voice will be added to the research on the perceived effects of testing mandates that currently lacks accurate representation.

**Correlates in Research that Affect Student Performance**

A wealth of literature has examined the demographic makeup of schools and its relationship to the academic performance of students (Berends and Penaloza, 2010; Ewijk & Sleegers, 2010; Hanushek, Kain, and Rivkin, 2009; Rumberger and Palardy, 2005). Much of this literature highlights achievement gaps between students with demographics such as gender, race/ethnicity, socio-economic states and English language learners. To further understand the achievement gap, knowing how students perceive these measures could help identify specific strategies to assist those students who have certain demographic factors that have been identified as having greater challenges.
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) defines that an achievement gap occurs when a group of students categorized by a common demographic make-up significantly outperforms another group of students that share a different demographic make-up (Snyder, Brey & Dillow 2016). NCES identified that if the average scores for these groups were larger than the margin of error, it can be described as statistically significant meaning an achievement gap has been established between these groups of students. Different student subgroups are faced with different sets of challenges. To understand and control factors leading to the performance gap between subgroups, it is important to learn about the specific issues and perceptions for each subgroup.

It has been shown that an achievement gap has been identified between different races and ethnicities. Vanneman et al. (2009) noted that the academic achievement for students of varying races overall have improved their scores over time, yet the difference in the achievement gap still exists. When looking at the data from the first year of the NAEP assessment (1990), White-Black students had a 32 point difference and White-Hispanic students had a 20 point difference (NAEP Mathematics Report Card, 2018). In 2015 and 2017, a 32 point White-Black score difference existed which was not very different from the 33-point score gap in 1990. Similarly, there was no change in the 24 point White-Hispanic score gap in 2017 compared to the 22 point score difference in 2015 and the 24 point difference in 1990.

In addition to race/ethnicity, Hirsch & Moats (2001), also referenced to the "language gap" and identified language as a predictor that affects student performance. Students who are English language learners (ELL) lack the language skills that help them assess and understand math, science, language arts, and social studies. Many ELL students struggle with these content areas. Children who come to school speaking a different language tend to struggle to meet
literacy requirements, and often feel overwhelmed in the classroom. Furthermore, Francis et al. (2006) argued that academic language can be the single most important determinant of academic success.

Another variable examined in research was gender. Many national studies in the U.S. found that on average males outperform females on math tests and females outperform males on English Language Arts (ELA) tests (Lee, Moon, & Hegar, 2011; Fryer & Levitt, 2010). Other studies highlighted gender stereotypes and the availability of socioeconomic resources as possible contributors to gender disparities in academic interests and achievement (Baker & Milligan, 2013; Raley & Bianchi, 2006). Although there is no strong evidence that parents spend more money on male or female children (Hao & Yeung, 2015), there is evidence that parents invest their time and money in gender specific activities (Raley & Bianchi, 2006). For example, parents engage in more reading, storytelling, and verbal activities with their female children as early as 9 months of age (Baker & Milligan, 2013), but spend more time on science and math for male children (Raley & Bianchi, 2006). In particular, stereotypes may contribute to shaping students’ beliefs about their academic capability (Jacobs et al., 2002), their interest in different subjects (Cech, 2013; Charles & Bradley, 2009), and their academic performance (Tomasetto, Alparone, & Cadinu, 2011).

Another variable identified as a strong predictor for students’ academic success was parental/guardian education. For example, a child exposed to parents who model achievement-oriented behavior (obtaining advanced degrees; reading frequently; encouraging a strong work ethic) and provided achievement-oriented opportunities (visits to the library and museum; after-school programs; educational books and videos) were more likely to develop a perception that achievement is valued, pursued, and anticipated (Dubow, Boxer and Huesmann, 2010).
In conclusion, understanding student perceptions towards these measures could offer more information on how to support these students with these demographic factors who have been identified as having greater challenges. Having knowledge of students conceptions towards their academic performance on mandated assessments could explain why certain students devote more time and effort into preparing and completing these assessments. Researchers, educators, and policymakers continue to seek to understand the reason for these gaps and to develop policies to reduce the magnitude of these gaps in student academic performance (Hanushek, Kain, and Rivkin 2009; Kelly 2009; Reardon 2008; Stiefel, Schwartz, and Ellen 2007). Given that demographic characteristics can be meaningful predictors of student performance, this study, will examine gender, race/ethnicity, language, highest level parent/guardian education, student GPA and plans after high school.

**Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments**

As testing mandates increase at the federal, state and district level it is imperative to acknowledge how student perceptions can influence performance. Wise and DeMars (2005) described test-taking effort as the extent to which students give their “best effort to the test, with the goal being to accurately represent what one knows and can do in the content area covered by the test” (p. 2). Student perceptions towards an assessment and its purpose can have direct impact on the effort and overall performance. Understanding what students find purposeful and/or irrelevant from these tests could support how stakeholders (educators, administrators and parents) communicate to students about the purpose and significance for putting forth the effort to improve performance.
Research conducted on elementary and secondary students shows that older students tend to have more skeptical views about assessments in general and of accountability tests than younger students. For example, Paris, Roth, and Turner (2000) surveyed 2nd through 11th grade students in Michigan, California, Arizona, and Florida. Their investigation found that students generally held positive views about mandated assessments, but with increasing age and familiarity students developed more negative attitudes towards these tests. Older students reported distrust in the accuracy and validity of the test, disappointment with the feedback after taking the test, and concern for the social comparisons following the results of the test. Furthermore, older students reported less effort and strategies to assist with taking the tests than compared to younger students. Similar findings by Paris, Roth, and Turner (2000), who surveyed 4th, 7th, and 10th grade students in Michigan, found 10th grade students tended to harbor more negative attitudes towards the state-mandated test than their younger peers. For example, 10% of the 10th grade students agreed with the statement “It is important for me to do well on this test.”, compared to 7th grade students with 62%. Additionally, tenth graders thought that it was more acceptable to cheat, fill in answers, and try half-heartedly. The results of these studies indicated that as students got older, their attitudes towards standardized tests became more negative which adversely influenced their test-taking behavior.

Another factor affecting student motivation was the level of stakes placed on students for their performance regarding the mandated assessment. Wise and DeMars (2005) completed a comprehensive review that examined the effects of test-taking motivation on low-stakes test performance and they concluded that on average unmotivated students performed one half of a standard deviation lower than motivated students. Research showed that unmotivated students scored lower on low-stakes assessments than motivated students, after controlling for ability.
Eklof (2007) warned that ignoring the component of test-taking motivation in a low-stakes testing environment could lead to confounding knowledge and motivation thereby threatening the validity of the test results altogether.

Research on test-taking motivation showed that students who had low-stakes accountability may not have been properly motivated to demonstrate what they know and/or are able to do, compromising the validity of the test scores (Liu, Bridgeman, & Adler, 2012; Haladyna & Downing, 2004). Similar studies (Thelk, 2006; Wise & Bhola, 2006; Wise and Kong, 2005;) found a moderately positive correlation (~.30) between student effort and performance. For example, Wise & DeMars (2005), hypothesized that how students perceive the importance of a test can have an indirect effect on their test performance, mediated through their effort taken on the test. Another study by Wheelock, Bebell, and Haney (2000) examined 4th, 8th, and 10th grade students’ drawings of themselves taking the Massachusetts high-stakes test. The findings portrayed students as anxious, angry, bored, pessimistic and withdrawn from testing. It was evident that many students felt stressed while taking mandated tests, and as a result, students perceived to have a decrease in social functioning, self-worth, and achievement. Adjusting the way stakeholders approach these mandates could provide better meaning and purpose for students, increase their effort and motivation, as well as provide more accurate data representing their true understanding and knowledge.

As testing mandates increase it is important to understand how student perceive these initiatives. Knowing the effect motivation can have on student performance, further studies have explored ways to help improve student motivation such as material incentives, feedback, and interventions. (Brown, 2010, Wise and DeMars, 2005). In addition to these strategies, Brown
(2010) stressed the importance of highlighting the value of the test and appealing to the students’ willingness to improve their school as ways to increase motivation.

In summary, student perceptions towards assessments and the rationale for having them can directly impact their effort, motivation and overall performance on the tests. Over time students become more negative about these assessments. As students advance to the next grade or have certain stakes tied to their performance it can cause their perception towards testing mandates to sway. Therefore, knowing what students find purposeful and/or irrelevant from these assessments could provide stakeholders with more direction on how to effectively approach students and communicate a more meaningful message from their viewpoint.

**Instrument Measuring Perceptions of Assessments**

Studies examining student perceptions have explored areas on how students perceive classroom instruction (Carnine, Silbert, Kame’enui & Tarver, 2010; Wiliam & Leahy, 2007;) feedback (Rowe, 2011; Price et al., 2007; Holmes & Papageorgiou, 2009; Poulos & Mahony, 2008), teacher effectiveness (Rudduck, 2007) and types of assessment (William & Thompson, 2007; Black et. al, 2004). Another large area of research conducted on student perceptions is the area of student motivation. For example, the Student Opinion Survey (SOS) by Sundre (1999), is a ten question Likert-scale that measures participants’ self-reported effort and task completion. As mentioned in the research, both of these constructs are considered to be important for test-taking motivation. Examples of an item related to effort is “I engaged in good effort throughout this test,” and an example of an item related to importance is “Doing well on this test was important to me.” Another survey is the Sense of Community Index-2 (SCI-2) by Chavis, Lee, & Acosta (2008). It is a 25 item Likert-scale that measures participants’ level of feelings and connectedness to their institution. The survey asks participants to indicate how important it is for
them to feel a sense of community with other community members. Examples of these items include “I can recognize most members of this community,” “Fitting into this community is important to me,” and “I feel hopeful about the future of this community.” For instance, a study by Brown and Walberg (1993) manipulated the sense of shared responsibility amongst elementary school students in Chicago by telling them prior to taking a test that their scores would be used to evaluate the quality of their schools and their teachers. The results of the study demonstrated that students who received such instructions performed better than controls. Similarly, Wise and Smith (2012) hypothesized that student participants may be motivated internally by appealing to their sense of ‘academic citizenship.’ Academic citizenship has been framed in the context of students helping for the overall benefit of their school (e.g., Schmitt et al., 2007), and taking responsibility for a task whether or not it is asked of them (e.g., Gore, Kiefner, & Combs, 2012).

As for student perceptions towards mandated assessments, large-scale survey studies in New Zealand have observed important aspects of students’ attitudes and perceptions about assessment (e.g. Brown & Hirschfield, 2007, 2008). For example, one instrument measuring student perceptions towards assessments was created by Dr. Gavin Brown (2004), the Students Conceptions of Assessment Survey (SCoA). A variety of assessments have been conducted using the SCoA instrument.

Brown (2004) developed the first inventory of the SCoA by analyzing empirical studies on students’ perceptions about testing in New Zealand. The first inventory had a total of 33 items aggregated into a hierarchical model of 7 factors distributed across inter-correlated factors: Improvement (teacher improves students, self-improvement), Beneficial (personal enjoyment, class enjoyment), External (school accountability, student future), and Irrelevance (first-order
factor). The Cronbach alpha is a measure of the scale reliability for how closely related a set of items are as a group. For the four factors in the SCoa, it has relatively good internal consistency: Improvement, $\alpha = 0.88$; Beneficial, $\alpha = 0.85$; External factors, $\alpha = 0.78$; and Irrelevance, $\alpha = 0.80$.

The first study found that several conceptions of assessment significantly predicted mathematics achievement (Brown & Hirschfeld, 2008). The second study conducted in New Zealand had 11 questionnaire items which generated four conceptions of assessment that were found to have a strong relationship to reading achievement (Brown & Hirschfeld, 2008). The four conceptions path regression weights to achievement were: assessment makes students accountable ($\beta = .42$), assessment makes schools accountable ($\beta = -.27$), assessment is fun ($\beta = -.24$), and I ignore assessment ($\beta = -.14$).

Further studies that have utilized versions of SCoA have been conducted in Hong Kong (Wang & Brown, 2014), Brazil (Matos et al., 2009), Germany (Hirschfeld & von Brachel, 2008, Netherlands (Segers & Tillema, 2011), Iran (Brown, Pishghadam & Sadafian, 2014), United States (Wise & Cotton, 2009) and Cyprus (Michaelides & Sidiropoulou, 2014). These studies identified that student conceptions toward assessments usually differed in levels of endorsement, revealing the significance for local educational policies and contexts in shaping how students perceive assessments and its purposes. For instance, if students agree that assessments evaluate them, their performance and effort on the assessment are likely to increase. In contrary, if students perceive assessments are used to evaluate schools or can be ignored, their achievement and effort tend to decrease (Brown and Hirschfeld, 2008; Brown et al., 2009; Wise and Cotton, 2009). Brown (2011) reiterated the importance of acknowledging the connection for how students perceive the purpose and nature of the assessment because it can greatly affect their behavioral responses to assessment performance.
To conclude, studies focusing on student perceptions towards assessments have explored several areas at the classroom level in the United States and internationally with other assessment systems. Studies utilizing versions of the SCoA have highlighted the significance and value for understanding how students perceive assessments and its purposes. In the United States, with local control established at the state and district level, understanding how students perceive mandated assessments is important in order to get a better gauge about how students perceive these tests, the value, and their performance. This study specifically focuses on mandated assessments using the SCoA-VI and provides students an opportunity to share their thoughts in ways other students have not.

Summary

This study will examine student perceptions towards mandated assessments. This study will expand the current research and extend the information on the perceived effects that have occurred as a result of testing mandates. Reviewing the historical development of mandated assessments, it is evident that testing mandates have become very influential. These educational policies have included additional federal funding to help combat poverty and at-risk students, as well as requiring yearly reporting/publication of results to increase school and teacher accountability. Many of these studies conducted about mandated assessments focused on the perceptions of administrators, staff, and parents.

Research has shown that stakeholders have responded to testing mandates in differing ways. The intended outcomes reported were creating more consistency across classrooms, better alignment of the curriculum, increasing the amount of effort by faculty, and improvement in student test performance. As for the unintended effects, these included non-tested content
becoming limited, unnecessary student placement/identification for testing accommodations, less effective teaching strategies, and teaching to the test. In addition to the research on perceived effects, other factors identified as pertinent to the performance of students are demographic characteristics and personal effort and motivation exerted by students. It is evident from the research that factors contributing to a student’s make-up and how they perceive the testing experience and/or expectation can affect their performance. Studies have also explained correlates affecting student performance on mandated tests. Understanding the perceptions of students and how they perceive the testing experience could help substantiate or contradict why testing mandates are a legitimate process to measure schools, teachers, and student performance.

During the past two decades of educational policy implementation, testing mandates continue to be a priority set forth by policymakers as a means to measure schools, teachers and students. The information gained from this study could be impactful to several stakeholders responsible for implementing and supervising testing mandates. Also, demographics can equally contribute to student performance, examining students in the study by these factors will provide more information on how these particular subgroups perceive and respond to these testing mandates. Student perceptions towards mandated assessments has been under-studied. The information gained from this study could not only contribute to the current research regarding testing mandates but expand other facets of research affecting student performance.
Chapter 3
Methodology

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to describe the methodology utilized to investigate the perceptions of ninth and tenth grade students towards mandated assessments in regard to improvement, external attribution, affective benefits, and irrelevance. The study further examined student perceptions toward mandated assessments based on demographic characteristics including gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, parent education, GPA and plans after high school. The methodological elements discussed include 6 areas: research design, sample and setting, instruments, procedure, data analysis and ethical considerations/limitations.

Research Design

This is a descriptive study consisting of both quantitative and qualitative data to investigate ninth and tenth grade students’ perceptions toward mandated assessments. The demographic questionnaire and the SCoA-VI survey yielded quantitative data and open-ended questions provided qualitative data. This approach allowed students an opportunity to elaborate in greater detail the benefits and drawbacks of having participated in mandated tests. Creswell and Plano (2007) described that mixing both methods was more than simply collecting and analyzing both kinds of data, but rather involving the use of both approaches in tandem so that the overall strength of a study is greater than either qualitative or quantitative research alone. By utilizing this approach, the study sought to create a solid foundation for drawing conclusions about the perception’s students have regarding mandated assessments.
Setting and Sample

The setting for the study took place in a large school district located in the Kansas City metropolitan area. Approximately 27,648 students ranging in grades kindergarten through twelve grade were enrolled for the 2017-2018 school year. The school district has a total of thirty-three elementary schools, five middle schools, five high schools and six instructional centers. Of the five traditional public high schools, each school has approximately 1,000 students in grades nine through twelve.

A purposive sample of ninth and tenth grade students were selected from all five high schools. The participants had to meet the following characteristics: (1) currently enrolled as a full-time student and (2) having participated at some point in federal, state and/or district mandated testing throughout their elementary and secondary education. The school district currently utilizes large-scale low-stakes accountability assessments to meet external mandates, measure student growth, evaluate teacher/student performance, and guide instructional practice (See Table 1).

Table 1: State & District Mandated Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandated Assessment</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Times per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Growth and Development Indicators Test (MyIgdis)</td>
<td>Reading, Math</td>
<td>PreK</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure of Academic Process (MAP):</td>
<td>Reading, Math</td>
<td>Non-Title: 3-9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS)</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>K-6th</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS Assessment</td>
<td>ELA, Math, Science, History/Government</td>
<td>ELA/Math: 3-8, 10 Science: 5, 8, 11 H/G: 6th</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)</td>
<td>Reading, Math, Science, Writing, Technology Engineering Literacy, Arts, Civics, Geography, Economics, US History</td>
<td>4, 8, 12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)</td>
<td>Math, Science</td>
<td>4, 8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next the demographic information from the district and sample are reported in table 2. The demographic comparison revealed that the sample’s demographic subgroups were not equal to the proportion of the subgroups within the district. Out of 360 study participants, 208 were female and 152 were male. The district’s population is about 50/50 male and female. As for the next demographic, race/ethnicity, showed a relatively large Non-Hispanic White population for the sample. This may have been due to the process required to get students to participate in the study. Similarly, the district roughly has a 64% Non-Hispanic White population. However, the study produced an even larger percent with 81% Non-Hispanic White. This was substantially more than any other race/ethnicity represented in the study. This created a large discrepancy within the sample and from the district’s population.

The third demographic examined in the study was students’ primary language. The district has a relatively large student population, whose primary language is English. The study also had a considerable number of participants with 345 out of the 360 selecting English as their primary language. The difference between the district and sample size was 7.9%.

### Table 2: Sample & District Demographic Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Female</td>
<td>57.8%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Male</td>
<td>42.2%</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-Hispanic White</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Black or African American</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• English</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Guardian Level of Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fourth demographic comparison was parents’ level of education. Two demographic categories were created; “High” if participants identified a parent or guardian having attained an associate degree or higher and “Low” if a parent or guardian did not achieve an associate degree. The study had 287 participants labeled “high” and 73 “low” regarding the level of parent/guardian education. When comparing the parent/guardian level of education the district’s population to the sample had a 2.1% difference.

The last two demographic questions did not have district totals to compare; Question E, Grade Point Average (GPA) and Question F, plans after high school (See Table 3).

Table 3: Sample Grade Point Average and Plans after High School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GPA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 and Above</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5-3.4</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5-2.4 or Other</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plans After HS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College or Technical Training</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time Job or Gap Year</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 360 study participants, 238 designated their GPA as “3.5 and Above” which was considered to be mostly A’s. In addition, 283 students selected college or technical training as their future plans after high school. It is important to note that all of these students in the study were either starting or partially into their high school education. Therefore, responses from these 9th and 10th grade students could change due to the time remaining in their high school career.

In summary, the sample had more females, white non-Hispanics, and English speaking than the total district population. These demographics tend to be higher performing, which was
reflected in high GPAs and plans for after high school. The level of parent education identified by the participants did not differ from the district’s levels.

**Instruments**

For this study, a demographic questionnaire, Brown’s student conceptions of assessment survey, and three open-ended response questions were utilized. In the following section, each of these instruments will be discussed.

**Demographic Questionnaire**

A demographic questionnaire was constructed by the investigator to gather relevant data in order to profile the subjects (See Appendix D). Nebeker et al. (2015) described descriptive studies as information-gathering activities in which the researcher attempts to accurately describe a naturally occurring health state, behavior, attitude or a particular group. The demographic variables included gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, highest level of education for parent or guardian, the students’ high school GPA (They were provided a range), and the student’s plan after high school. These demographic variables were selected because they are either (1) descriptors of the study sample so it could be compared to the district and (2) variables that could potentially affect the perceptions of the students towards mandated assessments. The subjects in the study had the ability to skip, select “other”, or “not sure” on the demographic questionnaire.

**Students’ Conceptions of Assessment (SCoA-VI)**

The Students’ Conceptions of Assessment (SCoA-VI) inventory (Brown, Irving, Peterson, & Hirschfeld, 2009; Brown, Peterson, & Irving, 2009; Brown, 2008) was designed to elicit self-reported responses from participants about testing (See Appendix E). Brown (2008),
identified four major conceptions of assessment: (1) Improvement, (2) External Attribution, (3) Affective Benefits and (4) Irrelevance (See Table 4).

### Table 4: SCoA-VI Conceptions & Subfactors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptions &amp; Subfactors</th>
<th># of Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conception 1: Improvement</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 1: Student Learning (Self)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 2: Teaching (Teacher)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conception 2: External Attribution</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 1: School Quality</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 2: Future Education/Employment</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conception 3: Affective Benefits</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 1: Enjoyable</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 2: Helpful</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conception 4: Irrelevance</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 1: Unfair/Bad</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfactor 2: Ignored</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “Improvement” conception measures perceptions that assessments improve the teacher’s teaching and the student’s learning. The second conception, “External Attribution” examines the perception that assessments serve an external purpose such as judging a school’s quality or predicting a student’s future educational and employment success. Next, “Affective Benefits” conception assesses a student’s perception that assessments are enjoyable and helpful to classmates. The fourth conception, “Irrelevance”, measures students’ perceptions that testing is “unfair/bad” and “ignored”.

Students were asked to respond to each statement using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree). In the original survey, Brown (2004) noted that students tended to respond positively to all items, therefore the responses on the SCoA-VI used a Likert-scale that was fully labeled with all responses positively-packed. The Cronbach alpha is a measure of the scale reliability for how closely related a set of items are as a group. The internal consistency of the four factors of the SCoA-VI were: Improvement, $a = 0.88$; Beneficial, $a = 0.85$; External factors, $a = 0.78$; and Irrelevance, $a = 0.80$. 
For this study, the 7-point Likert scale was modified by displaying only the endpoints. This concept of “satisficing”, coined by Simon (1955), suggests that when responses become taxing, subjects tend to put forth limited effort by selecting satisfactory rather than adjusting their responses as needed. The reduced positive labeling on the scale was considered less demanding for the subjects who looked for cues and therefore less vulnerable to response bias. While students completed the online survey, up to seven questions were shown at a time. The subjects were required to answer all questions before clicking “next” to be able to move to the subsequent set of questions. Students also had the option to select “prev” to go back to the previous set of answered questions to edit as needed. Student participants were required to answer each question by selecting a point on the Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Open-Ended Response Questions

In addition to the demographic questionnaire and the modified survey provided by Brown et al. (2009), three open-ended questions were added at the end of the survey (1) Overall, what do you see as the benefits for you having completed mandated tests in school? (2) What do you see as the drawbacks for you from having completed mandated tests in school? and (3) Do you have any other opinions about mandated tests you would like to share? Providing these open-ended questions created an opportunity for students to elaborate further on their experiences with standardized assessments and to provide descriptive details to examine the study’s research questions (See Appendix F). All three qualitative questions were displayed together at the end of the survey. Students were provided a box to submit their answers for each question but had the option to leave the response empty if desired to complete the survey.
Procedure

The procedure section will describe the steps that occurred during the data collection process. First, permission and approval by Dr. Gavin Brown, Director of Quantitative Data Analysis and Research Unit at the University of Auckland, to utilize the Student Conceptions of Assessment Inventory Version VI (SCoA-VI) was sought and granted for the study (See Appendix A). Second, the demographic questionnaire, SCoA-VI survey, and the three open-ended questions were submitted into an online survey platform to present to the IRB of the school district and the university. Once approval was obtained (See Appendix B), the Assessment Coordinator compiled the subjects who met the study criteria which were (1) currently enrolled as full-time student and (2) having participated at some point in federal, state and/or district mandated testing.

Next, an email was sent requesting parent/guardian consent and the link to the student survey to the Assessment Coordinator (See Appendix C). The coordinator then sent out the email using the district’s distribution communication system (Skyward) to 4,187 ninth and tenth grade parents/guardians seeking permission for their student to complete the survey. The informational email was sent on March 26, 2018 at 5:00pm. The email provided a brief overview to ninth and tenth grade parents and guardians about the study and requested them to forward the survey link on to their child thus granting their permission for the student to participate in the study. It is not known how many parents/guardians opened and read the email.

Two questions were sent back from parents to the coordinator (1) requesting a copy of the questions asked on the survey and (2) if the email could be translated in Spanish. Both of these requests were granted and provided to these individuals through email by the Assessment Coordinator. A reminder email was sent to all parents and guardians again on Monday, April 9,
2018. The survey was open for responses over a four-week period starting on March 26, 2018 and ending on April 20, 2018. A bulk of the responses were completed on the days that the informational email was sent to parents (3/26/18) which had 256 online surveys submitted and again on the reminder email (4/9/18), which had 122 surveys completed. Thus 378 responses were received from the total mailing population of 4,187. Again, it is not known how many of the 4,187 emails sent to parents were actually read.

The survey was administered within the district and state’s testing window for the State assessment and MAP assessment. Administering the survey at this time frame allowed for students to be able to quickly reference and reflect on their experiences from these Spring assessments. At no time during this process were the names of the students and schools collected therefore securing the anonymity for all parties. The total responses back from the survey were 378, but only 360 were fully completed by the participants. The response percentage from the online survey was 9%, slightly below the average percentage rate 10-15% for online surveys (Fryrear, 2015). However, given that it is not known how many parents or guardians saw or even opened the email, the 9% rate can be a little misleading. Parents/Guardians were sent an email that a request had been posted in their student’s Skyward portal. Next, the parent/guardian had to login into Skyward to be able to access the email message. Thus, the 9% response rate is likely lower than the rate of those who actually were aware of the study.

Data Analysis

To examine the research questions, the responses from the SCoA-VI were used to determine a mean and standard deviation for every question on the survey, as well as the four conceptions (Improvement, External Attribution, Affective Benefits, and Irrelevance) and the
eight sub factors (student learning, teaching, school quality, future education/employment, enjoyable, helpful, unfair/bad, and ignored). Further investigation of the demographic characteristics using T-tests and analysis of variance (ANOVAs) were utilized to examine the relationship of the demographic variables to the mean scores for each of the four conceptions. Further discussion about the analysis is presented below by each research question.

**Research Question 1**

Research question 1 asked: What are high school students’ conceptions of the effects mandated testing has had on their academic experiences? First, the mean and standard deviation was calculated for each question on the SCoA-VI and then for each of the four conceptions (Improvement, External Attribution, Affective Benefits, and Irrelevance) and their sub factors (student learning, teaching, school quality, future education/employment, enjoyable, helpful, unfair/bad, ignored). Therefore, a total of 45 mean scores (33 question items, 4 conceptions, and 8 sub factors) were configured and analyzed to determine the sample mean and standard deviation.

Next, information obtained from the three open-ended questions were analyzed to learn more specifics about attitudes towards these testing mandates and to synthesize an overall meaning. Rossman & Rallis (1998) described this coding process as “organizing the material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to information” (p.171). Segmented text from each qualitative question were categorized into groups and labeled with a common term or phrase used by the participants in the study. Creswell (2009) described the interpretation of the results, “as a means for the researcher to draw conclusion from the result for the research
question” (p. 152). This method created a basis for the language and words used to express how the participants perceived mandated assessments.

**Research Question 2**

Research question two asked: Do student conceptions of mandated assessments differ based on their demographic characteristics? A nominal scale was assigned to each participant’s demographic characteristic (gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, parent education, high school GPA, and plans for after high school) with a number to serve as a label with no quantitative value. T-tests were used to help explain the relationship between the independent variables: gender (female or male) and primary language (English or Spanish) to the dependent variables (overall sample mean score on the SCoA-VI and the mean scores for the four conceptions). These items are identified as A and C on the demographic information questionnaire (See Appendix D). To determine if the demographic variables: race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic, White, Black/African American, Hispanic/Latino or other), highest level of parent education (did not graduate high school, graduated high school, some college/technical school, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree or graduate degree), the students high school GPA (3.5 and above Mostly A’s, 2.5-3.5 Mostly B’s, 1.5-2.5 Mostly C’s, and Other) and the student’s plan after high school (4-year college, 2-year college or technical training, Full time job or Take time off “Gap year”) impacts the overall sample mean score and the mean scores for the four conceptions in the study, ANOVA tests were conducted. These question items are B, D, E and F on the demographic questionnaire (Appendix D). The results of the tests were analyzed to determine if the demographic characteristics accounted for the variance in the mean of each conceptions at a .05 statistical level of significance ($a = .05$).
Limitations

The results of this study must be considered in view of several methodological limitations. First, a convenience sample was utilized because of the accessibility of the sample, hence all conclusions are not generalizable to any specific population. Second, having students under the age of 18 as participants in the study created a challenge and added several steps in order to garner consent for participation in the study. Therefore, a smaller return rate was produced in the study due to parental permission having to be granted before student participation would be requested. For that reason, permission could be denied or limited in some way, by either the parent or student. A third limitation involved the SCoA-VI survey being conducted online. Certain populations might be less likely to have internet access preventing them from participating and/or responding to the survey. Also, frequent internet users are constantly bombarded by messages/junk mail and could easily delete the consent and invitations to participate in the study.

A fourth limitation was with Skyward, the district’s communication portal. Skyward sends an alert to the parents/guardians’ email to let them know a message has been posted in Skyward. After receiving the email alert, parents/guardians logged into Skyward in order to view the message. Once the parent/guardian viewed the post, they were requested to forward the message on to their student signifying their approval/consent. Unfortunately, parents/guardians do receive numerous alerts from Skyward which can cause it to be overlooked. Utilizing this communication method and having subjects under the age of 18, created multiple steps thus hindering the study’s turnout/response rate.

A fifth limitation is that students self-reported responses were without validity checks. Using an online platform makes it difficult to know if the sample providing the responses is the
correct and intended participant (i.e. could be a family member, friend, etc.). Also, the length of the survey may have caused subjects to be less likely to stay fully engaged during the entire survey since it required more than 8-10 minutes of their personal time.
Chapter 4 Results

The purpose of this chapter is to present, analyze and interpret the data gathered from 9th and 10th grade students to identify how these subjects perceive mandated assessments and if it varies based on their demographic characteristics.

Research Question 1: What are high school students’ perceptions toward mandated testing on improvement, external attribution, affective benefits and irrelevance as measured by Brown’s SCoA-VI survey?

A) Do high school students feel testing mandates improve teaching and student learning (Improvement)?

B) Do high school students feel mandated assessments measure the school’s quality and predict the student’s future in education and employment (External attribution)

C) Do high school students feel these assessments are beneficial to themselves and classmates (Affective benefits)?

E) Do high school students feel mandated assessments are unfair and ignored (Irrelevance)?

First a mean and standard deviation for each question on the SCoA-VI was calculated (See Table 5). The Likert-scale used to score the responses from the SCoA-VI ranged from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions on the SCoA-VI *</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I pay attention to my assessment results in order to focus on what I could do better next time</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment encourages my class to work together and help each other</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is unfair to students</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment results show how intelligent I am</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessments help teachers track my progress</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is an engaging and enjoyable experience for me</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I ignore assessment information</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is a way to determine how much I have learned from teaching</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is checking off my progress against achievement objectives or standards</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I make use of the feedback I get to improve my learning</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment provides information on how well schools are doing</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment motivates me and my classmates to help each other</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment interferes with my learning</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I look at what I got wrong or did poorly on to guide what I should learn next</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use assessments to take responsibility for my next learning steps</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment results predict my future performance</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our class becomes more supportive when we are assessed</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers are over-assessing</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use assessments to identify what I need to study next</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is important for my future career or job</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When we do assessments, there is a good atmosphere in our class</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment results are not very accurate</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My teacher uses assessment results to help me improve</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment measures the worth or quality of schools</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment makes our class cooperate more with each other</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment is value-less</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers use my assessment results to see what they need to teach me next</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When we are assessed, our class becomes more motivated to learn</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I ignore or throw away my assessment results</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The state assessment shows whether I can analyze and think critically about a topic</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find myself really enjoying learning when I am assessed</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment has little impact on my learning</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandated test tells my parents how I am doing</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Sample (n= 360)</td>
<td><strong>3.11</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.85</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Likert: 1=Completely Disagree  7=Completely Agree
As noted in table 5, the sample mean was 3.11 with a standard deviation of 1.85. The highest mean scores from the SCoA-VI were classified under the “Irrelevance” conception. Specifically:

- “Assessment has little impact on my learning” ($\bar{x} = 4.79$)
- “Teachers are over assessing” ($\bar{x} = 4.60$)
- “Assessment results are not very accurate” ($\bar{x} = 4.57$)
- “Assessment is value-less” ($\bar{x} = 4.37$)
- “Assessment interferes with my learning” ($\bar{x} = 4.18$)
- “Assessment is unfair to students” ($\bar{x} = 4.11$)

The participants in the study were likely to agree with the “Irrelevance” of mandated assessments. Within the “Irrelevance” conception, 6 out of the 8 statements had the highest mean scores, placing it on the agree side of the scale ($\bar{x} > 4.0$) For students, “Irrelevance” meant mandated assessments were perceived to have little impact and were not as important to what was currently going on within the students’ academic environment.

Conversely, questions with the lowest means that participants were likely to disagree with were in the “Affective Benefits” conception. Specifically:

- “Assessment is an engaging and enjoyable experience for me” ($\bar{x} = 1.76$)
- “When we are assessed, our class becomes more motivated to learn” ($\bar{x} = 1.86$)
- “Assessment makes our class cooperate more with each other” ($\bar{x} = 1.90$)
- “I find myself really enjoying learning when I am assessed” ($\bar{x} = 1.91$)
- “Assessment motivates me and my classmates to help each other” ($\bar{x} = 1.98$)
- “Our class becomes more supportive when we are assessed” ($\bar{x} = 2.04$)
- “Assessment encourages my class to work together and help each other” ($\bar{x} = 2.24$)

Students were more inclined to disagree that mandated assessments were “enjoyable to self” and “helpful to classmates” because 7 out of the 8 statements concerning “Affective Benefits” had the lowest mean scores on the SCoA-VI. This is consistent with the results of the
“Irrelevance” factor. Therefore “Affective Benefits” was not viewed favorably among the participants and had the closest mean score to the endpoint on the disagree side of the scale causing it to be the most disliked conception out for the four from the SCoA-VI. This meant students perceived mandated assessments did little to improve or promote their learning and classmates.

In conclusion, based on the sample mean and standard deviation from each statement on the SCoA-VI, students were more likely to view negatively testing mandates by agreeing with the “Irrelevance” for these exams and further describing them as “unfair/bad” and “ignored”. As for the “Affective Benefits” conception, participants disagreed that testing mandates were “enjoyable for themselves” and “helpful to their classmates”.

Next, as noted in Table 6, the mean score and standard deviation were calculated for each conception (Improvement, External Attribution, Affective Benefits, and Irrelevance) and the subfactors (Student learning, teaching, school quality, future education/employment, enjoyable to self, helpful to classmates, unfair/bad, and ignored).

Table 6: Mean and Standard Deviation for the SCoA-VI Conceptions and Subfactors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCoA-VI Conceptions and Subfactors</th>
<th>( \bar{x} )</th>
<th>( \sigma )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conception 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Learning (Self)</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching (Teacher)</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conception 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Attribution</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Quality</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Education/Employment</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conception 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Benefits</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyable</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conception 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair/Bad</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignored</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Likert: 1=Completely Disagree  7=Completely Agree
Table 7: The Conceptions on the SCoA-VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptions</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>f-value</th>
<th>f-critical</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>204.2</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Attribution</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Benefits</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conception “Irrelevance” had subfactors with the highest mean scores that fell on the agree side of the Likert scale. Participants tended to agree that mandated assessments were “unfair/bad” ($\bar{x} = 4.36$) “ignored” ($\bar{x} = 3.93$). The subfactor “unfair/bad” referred to mandated tests as “interfering with learning”, students are being “over assessed”, results are not “accurate” and “value-less”. As for the subfactor “ignored”, mandated assessments were perceived to have “little impact” causing subjects to ignore the information and results. Out of the four conceptions, “Irrelevance” was the only conception to have a mean score on the “agree” side of the scale. As a result, students were likely to perceive mandated assessments as an irrelevant measurement that was often seen as “unfair/bad” and “ignored”.

As for the disagreement side of scale, the other three conceptions on the SCoA-VI: “Affective Benefits”, “External Attribution” and “Improvement”, all had mean scores below the midpoint ($\bar{x} < 4.0$) the Likert Scale. The conception that had subfactors with the lowest mean scores was “Affective Benefits”. These subfactors were “enjoyable”($\bar{x} = 1.83$) and “helpful” ($\bar{x} = 2.10$). On the SCoA-VI, subjects were likely to disagree that mandated tests were an “engaging and enjoyable experience” that helped “encourage” and/or “motivate” the class. Consequently, making “Affective Benefits” the closest conception to the endpoint “completely disagree” than any of the other conceptions on the SCoA-VI.

The next conception participants were likely to disagree with was “External Attribution”. The subfactors for “External Attribution” were “school quality” ($\bar{x} = 3.08$) and “future
education/employment” (\( \bar{x} = 2.65 \)). Subjects tended to disagree mandated test provided accurate and valuable information on the overall school’s performance. Particularly:

- Mandated tests provide information on how well schools are doing (\( \bar{x} = 3.42 \))
- Mandated tests measure the worth or quality of schools (\( \bar{x} = 2.73 \))

In addition to the subfactor, “school quality”, “future education/employment” within the “External Attribution” conception showed to have an even greater dislike among participants. Specifically:

- Mandated test results show how intelligent I am (\( \bar{x} = 2.75 \))
- Mandated tests results predict my future performance (\( \bar{x} = 2.39 \))
- Mandated tests are important for my future career or job (\( \bar{x} = 2.57 \))
- Mandated tests tell my parents/guardians how much I have learned (\( \bar{x} = 2.89 \))

Participants tended to disagree more within these two subfactors that mandated tests “predict future performance” and are important for the student’s “future career or job”. The last conception on the disagreement side of the scale was “Improvement”. The subfactors were “student learning” (\( \bar{x} = 3.22 \)) and “teaching” (\( \bar{x} = 3.32 \)). “Student learning” focused on the usage students had for the exam’s results and if the feedback provided guidance on what students needed to do next.

For example:

- I pay attention to my results on mandated tests in order to focus on what I could do better next time (\( \bar{x} = 4.00 \))
- I make use of the feedback I get to improve my learning (\( \bar{x} = 3.28 \))
- I look at what I got wrong or did poorly on to guide what I should learn next (\( \bar{x} = 3.27 \))
- I use mandated tests to take responsibility for my next learning steps (\( \bar{x} = 2.99 \))
- I use mandated tests to identify what I need to study next (\( \bar{x} = 2.66 \))

Examining the subfactor student learning, showed students were more likely to pay attention to their results, but disagreed that mandated assessments were a means to help them
identify what they needed to study next and/or assist in taking responsibility for their next steps in learning. As for the next subfactor, “Teaching”, participants disagreed that mandated test helped with tracking and examining students’ academic progress. For instance:

- Mandated tests help teachers track my progress ($\bar{x} = 3.91$)
- Mandated tests are a way to determine how much I have learned from teaching ($\bar{x} = 3.20$)
- A Mandated test is checking off my progress against achievement objectives or standards ($\bar{x} = 3.61$)
- My teacher uses mandated test results to help me improve ($\bar{x} = 2.86$)
- Teachers use my mandated test results to see what they need to teach me next ($\bar{x} = 3.03$)
- Mandated tests show whether I can analyze and think critically about a topic ($\bar{x} = 3.31$)

Further examination of the subfactors on the disagreement side of the scale showed students disagreed that mandated assessments contributed to the teacher’s “teaching”. The disagreement side also revealed participants showed even stronger disagreement towards mandated assessments and the ability to support “student learning”, “school quality” and “future education/employment”.

In conclusion, student responses showed an undesirable outlook towards the significance of testing mandates. Advocates supporting mandated tests would not want students in agreement with the “Irrelevance”, rather these proponents would like to see “Affective Benefits”, “External Attribution” and “Improvement” on the agreement side of the scale. However, that was not the result. “Affective Benefits”, “External Attribution” and “Improvement” had mean scores below the midpoint of the scale ($\bar{x} < 4.0$) indicating it was on the disagreement side. Likewise, the “Irrelevance” conception, where a high score suggests a negative sense towards testing, was above the midpoint ($\bar{x} > 4.0$) and to the side of the scale representing agreement.
Qualitative Data: Open-Ended Questions

Next, in order to analyze the open-ended questions, similar topics were clustered together into themes emerging from the students’ responses. Rossman & Rallis (1998) described this coding process as “organizing the material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to information” (p.171). After categorizing the data, each theme was then labeled with a common term that was frequently expressed through the participants’ responses. Creswell (2009) describes the interpretation of the results, “as a means for the researcher to draw conclusion from the result for the research question” (p. 152). Therefore, the qualitative analysis for this study utilized the language and words used by students to express how they perceived mandated assessments.

Students’ Perceived Benefits from Testing Mandates

Of the 360 high school students surveyed, 294 students responded to the open-ended question, “Overall, what do you see as the benefits to you as a high school student for having taken mandated tests in school?” From these responses, three themes emerged from the student responses: (1) No benefit, (2) how test may help and (3) non-student benefits.

What was clear from the data when subjects were asked about the benefits was that the strongest response was little to no benefits. Out of the 294 responses, 132 students reported “little to no benefit” for having taken mandated tests, which had the most participants (n =132) out of all the themes categorized from the benefits open-ended question. This first and most dominant theme meant students perceived no value and found very little significance for having completed these exams. For instance:
• “I honestly don’t see any benefits for taking mandated test. They take up time and I don’t even get to see my results and what I got wrong or right.”
• “I really don’t see any because a student can be having an off day and a test doesn’t really show how good they really are at something.”
• “There are no benefits and I click random ones sometimes.”
• “I don’t really see many benefits. Ever since they have started they have brought a boring, gloomy atmosphere and never seem to help me with anything.”
• “I honestly don’t. I’m one of the more lucky people who tend to test well, however many collapse under the stress of testing. Many whom may be quite intelligent people, just unable to deal with the stress.”
• “I don’t see much use to the mandated test it is just a test we take every once in a while. We take, and it is boring and drastically reduces are readiness to learn. I do not know what they go to and have little impact on my education from my viewpoint.”
• “Absolutely nothing, they take time out of the day where I could actually be learning something. If I’m being honest half these scores aren’t accurate because a lot of people stop trying after the first 30 questions, I know I do. After question 30 it becomes a guessing game until it’s over.
• “The benefits for mandated test are limited. I don’t feel as though I get anything out of them and quite frankly, they feel like a waste of time and a step back in productivity.”
• “For me personally, mandated test are just overall extremely stressful and can make me look poorly on myself. The 50+ questions are tedious and consume time that could be used for students. I have never learned something new from a mandated test; they do not show how I got answers wrong and show me how to improve. I doubt teachers use them to better the learning experience because teachers aren’t the ones who make the tests. It’s the system.”

It was evident by these statements that students perceived no benefit for having participated in mandated assessments. This theme connected to the “Irrelevance” conception on the SCoA-VI. Under the “Irrelevance” conception, participants viewed mandated tests as “unfair/bad” or “ignored”. For example, a student stated that “I don’t really see many benefits. Ever since they have started they have brought a boring, gloomy atmosphere and never seem to help me with anything”. Another student further described the benefits as, “Absolutely nothing”. These statements echoed the “Irrelevance” students perceived to have towards these testing mandates concerning their learning and classmates. Participants commented on the amount of time the exams took, which caused them to want to “click random ones” or “guess”. As a result,
subjects expressed the lack of effort and neglect they had for their testing performance. These particular strategies described by students can be very detrimental to the accuracy of the results produced from these testing mandates.

However, not all responses from the survey question concerning benefits were negative. The second theme identified how mandated assessments may help students. Out of 294 responses, 130 participants described experiences that could potentially enhance academics and/or assist with their personal development. These components included; (1) identifying personal academic growth and comparing with other students (2) developing test-taking skills and understanding the testing environment, and (3) assisting with class placement. As for identifying personal academic growth and student comparison responses indicated:

- “Being able to measure my learning progress and see how I improved over time.”
- “I see it as a general benchmark of where students are compared to each other.”
- “A way to see general knowledge but at the expense of others being judged by others.”
- “I like to see my progress and compare it to my classmates. It makes me more competitive.”
- “To see how I stack up on this test to other people.”
- “You get a better idea of where you are in terms of intelligence to other kids in your grade. Obviously, this isn’t important, it’s just interesting.”
- “Bragging rights with friends about higher scores.”

The next component focused on the development of test-taking skills and understanding the testing environment. The participants shared:

- “It helps me practice for ACT/SAT and college prep.”
- “Mandated test can help prepare students for taking test in the future. They can teach students how to properly use test-taking skills.”
- “The only use for mandated tests are the ones that in the end will help us get better ACT scores so that we might have actual hopes of getting into a good college.”
- “Mandated test prepare me for more rigorous test taking in college and assess my test-taking skills.”
- “I have learned test-taking skills but not any real usable skills as we never get our results back telling us which problems we specifically got right or wrong.”
The third component described mandated assessments as a means to assist with class placement. For instance, students reported:

- “It shows where I am compared to other students and usually where I should be placed (honors, AP, etc.).”
- “The score informs the tester how they are progressing in a class and which classes they should take in the future.”
- “The overall benefits of taking mandated tests, are that learning professionals have a better understanding of what information their students are retaining. What their future classes should focus on more. In addition to class placement and where our academic goals are aimed towards.”
- “I see minor benefits for high school students as measuring academic progress but more importantly they help with class placement which helps with attaining more college credit in the long run.”

In conclusion, how these exams may help students did not receive as many responses from those participants citing no benefit. Despite the overall negative rating toward “Improvement”, students did report some benefits such as; identifying academic strengths and weaknesses, test-taking skills, test environment, and class placement. For example, one student reported that, “It shows where I am compared to other students and usually where I should be placed (honors, AP, etc.).” Another stated, “It helps me practice for ACT/SAT and college prep.”

Several of these comments, highlighted the subfactor “future education/employment” within the “External Attribution” conception. Subjects reflected on mandated assessments as a means to prepare students for more rigorous academic testing in their future, acceptance into higher academic courses at their school, and championing for college recruitment. These perceptions focused on the extent that mandated assessments can lead to greater prospects/opportunities for students later on within their academic career.

The last theme that surfaced from the question, “Overall, what do you see as the benefits to you as a high school student for having taken mandated tests in school?” was about the
benefits these assessments had for others which was identified as non-student benefits. This theme had the least amount of responses compared to participants reporting “no benefit” and “may have benefits for students”. 32 responses out of 294 described benefits that included stakeholders such as: (1) administration and government officials, (2) teachers, and (3) parents. The first component provides the perceptions students believe administrators and government officials receive from their participation in testing mandates. For example:

- “The benefits are for the state and government to see what all you have learned at your school over the year.”
- “The teachers/state can see how different schools are ranked and if students typically miss in a certain category.”
- “Which schools need better funding and staff.”
- “A benefit from mandating testing would be that it is an easy way to see the overall improvement of the school as a whole.”
- “Standardized testing while it shouldn’t be used to judge the intelligence of an individual, it does provide extremely helpful insight to understand achievement gaps and even wealth gaps. Without them, these gaps could go unnoticed and unopposed.”

Although rated negatively, a small percentage of the comments shared pointed to the subfactor “school quality” and being able to judge the value or worth of the school. For example, one student stated, “None, just to see how the school is doing.”. Another subject commented, “I don’t see a single benefit for students, although the schools use it to show the academic achievement from one school to another.” While participants regarded their own personal benefits negatively, some of the reflections shared recognized non-student benefits such as “school quality”, within the “External Attribution” conception.

The second component describing non-student benefits, included the benefits teachers gain. Specifically:

- “It helps teachers know the average knowledge of the students so they can teach what they need to know and move one.”
• “The overall benefits of taking mandated tests, are that learning professionals have a better understanding of what information their students are retaining. What their future classes should focus on more.”
• “The benefits of mandated tests is to give feedback to teachers as to how well students are progressing through the years.”
• “Teachers being able to see how well they are teaching.”

The third component describing benefits for others included parents/guardians. Such as:

• “It shows my parents how well I’m doing in school compared to my peers.”
• “It lets my parents know how well I can test under certain circumstances.”

In conclusion, three themes emerged from the qualitative question, “Overall, what do you see as the benefits to you as a high school student for having taken mandated tests in school?” These themes were (1) no benefit, (2) test may benefit students and (3) non-student benefits. The largest response rate identified no benefit. It was apparent that students had a difficult time naming and/or describing any benefit for having participated in mandated assessments. The next largest response rate offered insight into what students perceive as their benefits for having taken mandated assessments. These benefits reflected on academic progress, test-taking and class placement. The third theme offered insight into non-student benefits such as; parents, schools and government personnel. Overall, it was evident from the reflections, students had difficulty seeing any value for taking mandated assessments, though they did provide some areas of benefit.

Students’ Perceived Drawbacks from Testing Mandates

For the second qualitative question, “What do you see as the drawbacks for you as a high school student having taken mandated tests in school?” 285 out of the 360 participants provided
responses. The perceived drawbacks described by students were categorized into three themes (1) Time, (2) Test content and feedback, and (3) physical symptoms.

The first theme time refers to the amount of time taken by the process, activity, or the person doing it. 130 out of 285 responses described time as the biggest drawback. The components for the theme, time was (1) length of the exam and (2) the loss of class time and learning. The responses shared by participants concerning the length of the exam stated:

- “Mandated tests are extremely time consuming. Even after the testing period is over, students are tired and unmotivated to learn.”
- “Having a huge 2-hour test, students will start doing their best then get bored and just guess the rest.”
- “Well, some drawbacks are your eyes being strained after staring at a screen for a really long time, which is not healthy and sometime causes a headache. We don’t even get to see our scores on some of them and when we do it is numbers that I don’t even know what they mean, so I feel like I just wasted the past hour of my life.”
- “Each test takes about 2 hours of class time and can cut into other classes as well. It doesn’t count as a grade and many students guess or give up, so there’s really no point.”

Along with the length of testing mandates, the loss of class time and learning was another conception within the theme of time. Participants described these drawbacks as:

- “It ends up just being a day taken away from learning. The teachers don’t care about it. The kids don’t care about it. No one in the room cares about these stupid long tests that are over 50 questions that will take the entirety of at least one if not two class periods.”
- “It is a waste of time that I could have spent actually learning.”
- “We would take a week to two weeks to just focus on our assessment coming up. The teachers seemed so motivated to get good test scores that they missed out on teaching us the other stuff. They were only teaching to the assessment.”
- “It is a waste of time. Instead of going more in-depth on a topic, we have to set aside time for a test that doesn’t do much.”
- “Takes valuable time away from learning.”

In summary, the drawback time showed to have a major bearing on how students perceived mandated assessments. The responses provided by the students reinforced the high
ratings on the “Irrelevance” conception from the SCoA-VI. Due to the amount of time, many subjects felt testing mandates were “unfair/bad” and often “ignored”. For example, one student stated, “Having a huge 2-hour test, students will start doing their best then get bored and just guess the rest.” Another affirmed that, “Each test takes about 2 hours of class time and can cut into other classes as well. It doesn’t count as a grade and many students guess or give up, so there’s really no point.” The two components within time emphasized concerns for the length of the test and the disappoint for lost class time/learning. Thus, creating perceptions among the participants that mandated assessments are “unfair/bad” and “ignored”.

The next theme that emerged from the subjects’ responses concerning drawbacks was the exam’s content and feedback. The exam’s content refers to how the test is set-up and the material/learning standards measured. The test feedback is information participants receive after completing the exam. Of the 285 responses, 127 subjects reported that the content and structure of the test caused it to be a significant obstacle when completing these exams. The components within this theme are (1) test content and (2) feedback. Descriptions provided by the subjects’ concerning test content stated:

- “Most mandated tests are the same thing but worded differently.”
- “They have questions in them we have never seen before. Sometimes other classes are not as far ahead and when everyone takes them at the same time it is unfair.”
- “Having taken mandated test starting at a very young age, you start to lose interest and motivation for the same test year after year.”
- “Drawbacks of mandated tests include biased scoring on irrelevant topics that most students are not currently studying. I prefer hands on learning and making real world applications.”
- “They are not very efficient because they are about memorization which is a skill that is not really needed today.”
- “They often include question formats that are confusing, even if you generally know the material.
- “It’s a predetermined set of questions and they don’t give us the progress we need.”
Along with test content, the other component emphasized was the lack of feedback students gained after completing testing mandates. Specifically:

- “They don’t really help us learn more or improve our knowledge.”
- “They really do not show what is learned because the test questions are non-related to curriculum.”
- “The main drawback in taking mandated test is that we don’t learn anything. For these test to actually yield some benefits the testing process needs to be reformed.”
- “They don’t give us the progress that we need.”
- “I don’t think they show what we have learned. I think your grades in classes should determine that.”

Similar to the first drawback, time, test’s content and feedback also connected to the high rating $\bar{x}$ from the “Irrelevance” conception on the SCoA-VI. For example, one participant stated, “Having taken mandated test starting at a very young age, you start to lose interest and motivation for the same test year after year.” Another added, “It feels we are being taught to test well, not to retain information.” Many of the responses described boredom and uninterest in the testing process/experience because of the exam’s content.

Likewise, participants felt the feedback from the test offered little advice on what or how to do better. For instance, one student stated, “They don’t really help us learn more or improve our knowledge.” The test content and feedback component reiterated the “Irrelevance” conception that assessments are perceived as ‘unfair/bad” and “ignored”.

The third theme that emerged from the question “What do you see as the drawbacks for you as a high school student having taken mandated tests in school?” was the physical symptoms reported by students. 28 out of 285 responses reported stress, anxiety, and low self-esteem, and resulted in students feeling physical symptoms from having participated in these testing mandates. These two related components are (1) psychological symptoms and (2) physical manifestations.
The first component, the psychological symptoms of stress, anxiety and low self-esteem was described by participants as:

- “They make me feel bad about myself and make me feel stupid.”
- “It makes me feel like I don’t know a lot of stuff. Also, it makes me self-conscious when people want to compare scores. I also feel pressured to improve every time.”
- “Higher stress levels and being taught that a test score determines my whole future.”
- “Taking tests causes me anxiety even though I am usually well prepared.”
- “They stress people out and make it hard to focus.”

These statements emphasized the amount of stress and anxiety students perceived to encounter when completing mandated assessments and the negative effect it had overall on their self-esteem. As for the next component, physical manifestation of stress, anxiety and low self-esteem, participants stated:

- “I don’t get enough sleep because I’m either nervous or studying. They aren’t fun at all.”
- “I get stressed out, I fear my grade, I can’t stay focused and feel drained after testing.”
- “Stress and worries causes students to have problems with other assignments.”
- “Lots of added stress, can tank grades, generally creates a stressful and sometimes slightly hostile learning environment.”

The components portraying students’ feelings and signs of stress, anxiety and low self-esteem had clear adverse effects on the students. For example, one student stated, “Higher stress levels and being taught that a test score determines my whole future.” Another participant added, “It makes me feel like I don’t know a lot of stuff. Also, it makes me self-conscious when people want to compare scores. I also feel pressured to improve every time.” These statements made by subjects portrayed a “stressful” and “sometimes hostile learning environment” which resulted in students feeling “bad” or “stupid” and sometimes further physical symptoms.
In summary, the perceived drawbacks from students for having taken mandated tests was the (1) time, (2) test content and feedback, and (3) physical symptoms. The drawbacks described by participants overwhelmingly highlighted the “Irrelevance” conception on the SCoA-VI, which had the highest scores of all on the sub-scales. The “Irrelevance” conception continued to be the main conception focused on by students within the qualitative data. The other conception from the drawbacks noted by participants underscored the negative ratings from the “Affective Benefits” conception. Participants in the study voiced less favorable comments towards their own personal liking or enjoyment towards mandated assessments.

**Student Opinions Towards Mandated Assessments**

For the last open-ended question, “Do you have any other opinions about mandated test you would like to share?” Out of 177 responses, 65 students reported no other opinions, which left 112 student opinions remaining. From those responses, three themes emerged: (1) Test Process (2) Measurement Accuracy and (3) Test Content and Feedback. Time, test content and feedback were themes described earlier in the study when subjects were asked about the benefits and drawbacks for having participated in mandated assessments. It was clear participants felt compelled to reiterate these themes again.

Of the 112 opinions shared, 42 students expressed opinions concerning the test process and the amount of time it took to complete these testing mandates. Time was a reoccurring theme as it was addressed in the perceived drawbacks towards having completed mandated assessments. The component time refers to the amount of time taken by the process, activity, or the person completing the task. Students elaborated on the testing process and their concern about the amount of time by stating:
• “I think it is necessary to have the test to see if students are learning the material. But the test could be much shorter and possibly less complex so that it is more enjoyable for the students.”
• “Sometimes you just need to lessen the amount of questions, it’s a tad overwhelming especially when 5 or 6 ask the same exact question just phrased differently. It feels a little tedious.”
• “As a very energetic and easily distracted person, mandated tests are a pain. It is nearly impossible for me to sit down and take a 50+ minute test without losing interest.”
• “High school students take so many mandated tests that it gets tiring. Since students take them a lot, students dread the days they have to take them and may do badly on them because they don’t see the point of doing so many.”
• “I think mandated tests could be spaced out through a few days more and not have as much weight put on them.”

In addition to these statements, participants shared thoughts for improving the test process such as, “lessen the amount of questions”, “split into smaller chunks”, or “space out through a few days”. The objections subjects had towards the current testing process again related to the high ratings of the “Irrelevance” conception on the SCoA-VI. Further inquiry regarding students’ opinions revealed participants were not necessarily opposed to taking mandated tests, rather they offered recommendations for making the exam more relevant by adjusting the time or limiting the amount of questions to increase student engagement, focus, and attentiveness during the testing process.

The second theme from the opinions communicated by the participants was about the measurement accuracy. Subjects shared their distrust for how effectively mandated tests evaluated their learning and understanding. Of the 112 responses, 38 students reported concerns towards the exams accuracy and reliability. Measurement accuracy is described as how close a measured value is to the actual value. Statements concerning the accuracy of mandated assessments in detail were:

• “Not sure if they are a good indication of my learning .”
• “It’s not accurate and causes students to stress out.”
• “I feel that they are pointless because they do not measure intelligence. They measure one’s skill to remember.”
• “I have friends who are really smart but are terrible test takers and I feel like they don't get accurate results because of that. Also, I think friends can spend too much time preparing to take the test than understanding the material.”
• “I do not like them. In my mind, the only thing they test is how well a student can take a test. They're also only based off of a student's performance in one or two days, instead of over an entire semester like it should be.”
• “Mandated tests are not an accurate assessment of intelligence and aren’t necessary in middle and high school.”
• “Personally, my score on standardized tests fluctuates a lot and sometimes, it's not reflective of how much I’ve learned. I dropped 9 points on the MAP test at the end of my freshman year on the reading section, even though I had an excellent teacher and learned a lot. My score did not reflect that accurately. Not only is it not accurate, it breeds competition among students, comparing scores after each test as an unhealthy way to "measure up" each other.”

These statements showed unease among the students for how well they perceived mandated tests measured their academic understanding and overall educational performance. One student reported concerns that students “spend too much time preparing to take the test than understanding the material.” Another described the measurement as, “how well a student can take a test”. The doubts portrayed by students concerning the assessments ability to accurately measure a students’ learning and understanding related to the negative ratings towards the “Affective Benefits” from the SCoA-VI. How students perceive these mandates to be “helpful” or lack thereof aligns to the “Affective Benefits” subfactor. In conclusion, the participants reflected their apprehension towards the measurement accuracy and reliability testing mandates have for finding a student’s true level of learning or mastery.

The third theme shared from the opinions of students towards mandated assessments was testing content and feedback. 32 out of 112 responses addressed the this theme making it the weakest of the three sub-themes. Test content and feedback means the exam’s material and the explanation of the findings from the results of the assessment. The components for this theme
was (1) Test content and (2) Test feedback. The descriptions provided by students are concerning test content were:

- “I don’t like mandated test. I personally do better with hands on work, it helps teach me and I learn better.”
- “I wish we integrated them more into school. It feels like they come and go and nothing is done about them. We don’t prepare and are usually told about them the day before it happens.

For the next conception, test feedback, students reported:

- “They don’t even tell you what you got wrong or how to fix it so how would that help me study?”
- “They should at least tell us what our score actually means or show us the answers to what we got wrong or commonly missed questions, so we can learn from them.”
- “Students don’t use the information after the test. I don’t think many teachers do either. We just take them and then they’re done. It’s very old fashioned in my opinion and it’s not how students learn.
- “I really wish we had feedback on how we do on the mandated tests. They don’t seem to affect my future with college, jobs, or grades so I don’t pay attention to the score that much. I am proud of myself to see my score improve but personally I don’t think mandated tests encourage me or my peers.”
- “I need an in-depth description of what the scores mean. I need to be able to explain it to my parents.”

Students provided suggestions for improvement concerning the exam’s content and feedback. For example, one student stated, “I wish we integrated them more into school. It feels like they come and go and nothing is done about them. We don’t prepare and are usually told about them the day before it happens.” As for the feedback, a participant suggested that the test could, “provide answers to what students get wrong and/or give the commonly missed questions, so they can learn from the test”. Another stated, “I need an in-depth description of what the scores mean. I need to be able to explain it to my parents.” Overall, the subjects responses revealed the desire students generally have to want to perform well. The recommendations for improvement given was the need for additional information after the exam so students are able to learn from the test and/or substantiate their score/results.
Research Question 1 Summary

The students’ perspectives offered insight into the fundamental purpose of the study: to investigate and understand high school students’ perceptions towards mandated assessments. Research question one framed and guided the overall purpose for understanding how students perceive testing mandates:

A) Do high school students feel testing mandates improve teaching and student learning (Improvement)?

Participants were more likely to “disagree” that mandated tests helped with improving the teacher ($\bar{x} = 3.32$) or self ($\bar{x} = 3.22$). According to the 7-point Likert scale, the “Improvement” conception was on the disagree side of the scale. In addition to the SCoA-VI, open-ended questions also reflected uncertainty for how the subjects perceived testing mandates improved teaching and learning. It was evident by the qualitative responses, subjects wanted the opportunity for “Improvement”, but disagreed with the current testing process. Students offered insight and suggestions on ways to improve the testing experience such as less questions, dividing the test into smaller sections, etc.. However, under the current testing circumstances participants disagreed that these mandates offered any kind of “Improvement” for both teacher and students.

B) Do high school students feel mandated assessments measure the school’s quality and predict the student’s future in education and employment (External attribution)?

On the SCoA-VI subjects tended to “disagree” with how mandated assessments measured “External attribution” ($\bar{x} = 2.79$). Students were likely to “disagree” that mandated assessments measured the school’s quality ($\bar{x} = 3.08$) and were even more likely to “disagree” that it predicts a student’s future in education and employment ($\bar{x} = 2.65$). Students supported this belief further
by expressing their opinions within the qualitative responses, questioning whether the accuracy of the results produced from these testing mandates were a true and reliable measure. In general, high school students do not perceive mandated assessments measure the quality of the school and predict a student’s future in education and employment.

C) Do high school students feel these assessments are beneficial to themselves and classmates (Affective benefits)?

High school students perceived mandated assessments provided no benefits to themselves and classmates. On the 7-point Likert scale, “Affective Benefits” was on the disagree side of the scale, near the endpoint “completely disagree”. “Affective Benefits” had the lowest mean score out of all four conceptions on the SCoA-VI. It was also apparent in the qualitative data when participants were asked about the benefits and drawbacks for having taken mandated assessments. For benefits, subjects cited, “little to none” and for drawbacks concerns about the exam’s time, content, and feedback were provided. Students perceived mandated test offered no “Affective Benefits” for them and classmates.

E) Do high school students feel mandated assessments are unfair and ignored (Irrelevance)?

High school students agreed when asked if mandated assessments were “unfair/bad” (\(\bar{x} = 4.36\)) and “ignored” (\(\bar{x} = 3.93\)). The average response for “Irrelevance” (\(\bar{x} = 4.20\)) was above the midpoint and on the agree side of the scale. Further examination of the interval levels from all four conceptions on the SCoA-VI showed “Irrelevance” had the highest mean score resulting in this being the only conception on the agree side. Furthermore, the students’ qualitative responses showed drawbacks to be the amount of time, stress, and anxiety felt as well as the uncertainty for how accurate these testing mandates are for their learning/understanding.
Research Question 2: Do high school student perceptions toward mandated assessments differ based on selected demographic characteristics including gender, race, primary language, parent education, GPA, and plans after high school?

To answer the second research question, a nominal scale was assigned to each participant’s demographic characteristic (gender, race/ethnicity, primary language, parent education, high school GPA, and plans for after high school) with a number to serve as a label with no quantitative value. T-tests were used to help examine the difference between the independent variables with two values: gender (female or male), primary language (English or Spanish), and (Education high or low) to the dependent variables (overall sample mean score and the mean scores for the four conceptions). These items are identified as A, C, and D on the demographic information questionnaire (Appendix D).

Table 8 below provides a further description of the results concerning demographics and the statistical significance to their perspective regarding mandated tests. The p-value was set at a 0.05 to determine if that data were statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>Mean: Gender</th>
<th>t- stat</th>
<th>t- critical</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female n = 208</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male n = 152</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>-2.63</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>-2.37</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p <.05

Table 8 presents the results concerning student perceptions based on gender, the p value was less than the a 0.05 for “External Attribution”, “Affective Benefits” and “Irrelevance”. This indicated that students’ gender was statistically significant for these three conceptions. Females tended to have a greater level of disagreement than males with the perception that testing
mandates were for “External Attribution” and “Affective Benefits”. Females also were likely to agree more about the “Irrelevance” for these testing mandates than males. However, both male and female students felt little impact on how mandated assessments provided “Improvement” to the student’s learning and teacher.

**Table 9: Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments by Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>English (n = 345)</th>
<th>Other (n = 15)</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>t-critical</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>-1.77</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>*0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p < .05

Table 9 displays results by language. For student perceptions based on language, only one conception, “Irrelevance” showed to be statically significant. Participants who identified their primary language as English were more likely to agree with the “Irrelevance” for having completed these testing mandates compared to other participants whose primary language was “other”. It is important to note that only 15 students from the study reported “other” as their primary language which does not provide a good representation for that particular demographic. As for “Improvement”, “External Attribution”, and “Affective Benefits” all three conceptions showed no statistical significance.
Table 10: Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Tests Based on Parent/Guardian Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>Mean: Level of Education</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>t-critical</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High (n = 287)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>-3.46</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>*0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>-2.79</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>*0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (n = 73)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p < .05

Table 10 shows the results of the analyses based on education level. For parent or guardians’ highest level of education, two factors were compared high education level (meaning a parent or guardian has attained an associate degree or higher) and a low education level (meaning they have attained some college/technical experience, high school graduation or less). From the t-test, two conceptions were shown to be statistically significant. “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits”. Students in the study who had a parent or guardian with low levels of education tended to agree more with the perception that mandated assessments provided “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits” for themselves and others than students from more higher educated parents/guardians. This was the only demographic in the study to show a statistical difference with the conception “Improvement”. As for “External Attribution” and “Irrelevance” these conceptions showed no statistical significance when comparing the level of education attained by a parent/guardian.

Next, ANOVAs were performed to determine if the demographic variables: race/ethnicity (non- Hispanic, White, Black/African American, Hispanic/Latino or other), the students high school GPA (3.5 and above Mostly A’s, 2.5-3.5 Mostly B’s, 1.5-2.5 Mostly C’s, and Other) and the student’s plan after high school (4-year college, 2-year college or technical training, Full time job or Take time off “Gap year”) impacts the overall sample mean score and the mean scores for
the four conceptions in the study. These question items are B, E and F on the demographic questionnaire (Appendix D).

**Table 11: Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments Based on Race/Ethnicity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>Mean: Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White n = 292</td>
<td>Black n = 18</td>
<td>Hispanic Latino n = 21</td>
<td>Other n = 29</td>
<td>F-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p <.05

As noted in table 11, based on the race/ethnicity of the subjects surveyed, “External Attribution” and “Affective Benefits” were statistically significant. As for “External Attribution”, students who selected “other” and white as their race/ethnicity were more likely to disagree that mandated assessments have “External Attribution” compared to black and Hispanic or Latino students. On the other hand, white students were more likely to disagree than black, Hispanic or Latino, and other students about the “Affective Benefits”. Students of color appeared to see more benefits for having participated in these testing mandates than others. As for “Improvement” and “Irrelevance” these conceptions showed no statistical difference based on the students race/ethnicity.
Table 12: Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments Based on Student GPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>Mean: GPA</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>F-critical</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5 and</td>
<td>2.5-3.4</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above n = 238</td>
<td>n = 93</td>
<td>n = 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at p < .05*

Table 12 displays the students’ GPA, which showed to have no statistical significance with all four conceptions: “Improvement”, “External Attribution”, “Affective Benefits” and “Irrelevance”. According to the data, all GPA categories showed high mean scores for “Irrelevance” and low mean scores for “Affective Benefits”. No matter the students GPA, all students were more likely to agree with the “Irrelevance” and disagree with the “Improvement” “Affective Benefits”, and “External Attribution” for having participated in testing mandates.

Table 13: Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Test based on Plans After High School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conception</th>
<th>Mean: Plan After HS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>F-critical</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College or Technical Training</td>
<td>Job or Gap Year</td>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 283</td>
<td>n = 26</td>
<td>n = 51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Improvement</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) External Attribution</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Affective Benefits</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>*0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Irrelevance</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at p < .05*

According to the data in table 13, “Affective Benefits” was statistically significant. 9th and 10th grade students who planned to attend college or receive technical training after high school were more likely to disagree with the perception that testing mandates had “Affective Benefits” from other students who were either unsure, taking a gap year or planning to work after high school. As for “Improvement”, “External Attribution”, and “Irrelevance” these
conceptions had no statistically significance based on students plans for after high school.

Similar to the last demographic, the conception “Irrelevance” showed the highest mean scores for plans after high school in all three categories.

**Research Question 2 Summary**

In summary, student perceptions towards mandated assessments differed based on certain demographic characteristics when compared to the four conceptions from the SCoA-VI. First, the gender of students had the greatest statistical significance compared to other demographic information studied within the SCoA-VI conceptions. Gender showed statistical significance with “External Attribution”, “Affective Benefits” and “Irrelevance”. Female students were more likely to disagree with “External Attribution” and “Affective Benefits”, but agree more than males about the “Irrelevance” for these testing mandates. The next demographic examined was language, which showed “Irrelevance” to be statically significant. Students who selected English as their primary language were more likely to agree with the “Irrelevance” compared to students who selected “other” as their primary language.

The third demographic observed was the level of education a parent/guardian had attained. Two conceptions appeared to show significance “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits”. Subjects who had a parent or guardian with low levels of education tended to agree mandated tests offered “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits” than did those with parents/guardians having higher education levels. Parent/guardian education was the only demographic to show statistical significance with the “Improvement” conception.

The next demographic examined was race/ethnicity. Students who selected “other” were more likely to disagree that mandated assessments have “External Attribution” compared to
students who identified themselves as white, black, Hispanic or Latino. Furthermore, white students were more likely to disagree with “Affective Benefits” than students who were identified as black, Hispanic/Latino, or other.

The fifth demographic considered was students’ GPA which had no statistical significance among any of the four conceptions. Students’ GPA had the least amount of statistical significance out of all of the demographic information studied.

The last demographic examined was the plan students had for after high school. Students who planned to attend college or receive technical training after high school were more likely to disagree with the “Affective Benefits” than students who were unsure, taking a gap year or planning to work after high school. In the next chapter the results are further examined and include interpretations of the findings, limitations of the study, and implications and recommendations for future research involving testing mandates.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to identify how 9th and 10th grade students perceive mandated assessments using the SCoA-VI survey and open-ended questions. Chapter 5 includes a summary of the findings, conclusions, and implications for future research in the areas of testing mandates.

Summary of the Findings

The first research question investigated what high school students’ perceptions were towards mandated testing on improvement, external attribution, affective benefits and irrelevance as measured by Brown’s SCoA-VI survey. According to the SCoA-VI, 9th and 10th grade students “disagreed” that mandated assessments provided improvement for “teaching” ($\bar{x} = 3.32$) and “student learning” ($\bar{x} = 3.22$). Students tended to “disagree” with statements that stated, “mandated assessments help me identify what I should study next” ($\bar{x} = 2.66$) and “teachers use test results to help me improve” ($\bar{x} = 2.86$). Further examination of the “Improvement” conception showed students were neutral about the statement concerning “I pay attention to my results on mandated tests in order to focus on what I could do better next time” ($\bar{x} = 4.0$). Likewise, on the subfactor “teaching”, students expressed neutral perceptions regarding teachers being able to “track progress” ($\bar{x} = 3.91$).

High school students “disagreed” that mandated assessments provided “External Attribution” ($\bar{x} = 2.79$). From the SCoA-VI, students perceived mandated tests did not effectively measure the “school’s quality” ($\bar{x} = 3.08$) and predict “future education/employment”
(\bar{x} = 2.65). On the SCoA-VI, students disagreed more strongly about the statements referencing “future performance” (\bar{x} = 2.39) and “job/career” (\bar{x} = 2.57). Students also disagreed with mandated assessments being able to determine “how well the school is doing” (\bar{x} = 3.42) or showing “parents/guardians what they learned” (\bar{x} = 2.89).

Ninth and tenth grade students perceived that mandated assessments did not provide “Affective Benefits” (\bar{x} = 2.04). From the SCoA-VI, 7 of the 8 statements regarding “Affective Benefits” had the lowest mean scores out of all the statements assessed on the survey. Students showed the greatest disagreement towards “Affective Benefits” than they did with any of the other conceptions on the SCoA-VI. As a result, students disagreed that mandated assessments were “enjoyable to self” (\bar{x} = 1.83) and “helpful to classmates” (\bar{x} = 2.10).

According to the SCoA-VI, 9th and 10th grade students “agreed” about the “Irrelevance” (\bar{x} = 4.20) of mandated assessments. Six of the eight statements concerning “Irrelevance” had the highest mean scores out of all the statements examined on the survey indicating it was on the agree side of the scale. Further analysis showed 9th and 10th grade students “agreed” mandated assessments were “unfair/bad” (\bar{x} = 4.36). For example, student tended to agree with statements indicating these exams had “little impact on my learning” (\bar{x} = 4.79) and “not very accurate” (\bar{x} = 4.57) Students were also more neutral regarding whether or not students “ignored” (\bar{x} = 3.93) mandated assessments, such as “I ignore assessment information” (\bar{x} = 3.28). For students, mandated assessments were not perceived as an accurate measure of their learning. Although many students reported “little impact”, students in the study did not “ignore” the tests and information provided to them.

In summary, it was evident that students disliked the current process of testing mandates. The survey results from students were not surprising, as research conducted on other
stakeholders have shown over the last two decades mandated assessments continue to be a controversial topic in the field of education (Hagopian, 2014).

In addition to the SCoA-VI, three open-ended questions were asked to 9th and 10th students regarding their perceptions on the (1) benefits, (2) drawbacks and (3) opinions towards having participated in mandated assessments. Three themes emerged from the qualitative question, “Overall, what do you see as the benefits to you as a high school student for having taken mandated tests in school?” The these were: (1) no benefits, (2) student benefits and (3) non-student benefits.

The largest response from students describing the benefits of the test was the first theme, no benefit. It was apparent that 9th and 10th grade students had a difficult time naming and/or describing any benefit for having participated in mandated assessments. Students described no benefits because of the “gloomy atmosphere” and “stress of testing”. Furthermore, they considered this testing experience a “waste of time” and a “step back in productivity”.

Unlike the first theme, the second theme did highlight some benefits for students such as “identifying growth”, “class placement”, “student comparisons”, and assisting with “test-taking skills/environment”. The third theme described benefits, not for students, but rather for other stakeholders such as; government officials, teachers, and parents. The non-student benefits that emphasized government benefits included “ranking schools”, “funding” and monitoring “achievement gaps”. For teacher benefits, students commented on educators being able to monitor “student progression” and assisting with “future courses”. Students also stated that “comparison to peers” and showing what level of “test-taker” the student was could also be potential benefits for parents/guardians.
Although a majority of 9th and 10th grade students found no benefit for having taken mandated assessments, a small percentage did emphasize some limited benefits for students and non-students. These responses concerning perceived benefits for students and non-students was consistent with findings in the SCoA-VI.

Students were also asked “What do you see as the drawbacks for you as a high school student having taken mandated tests in school?” Three themes developed from the responses by these 9th and 10th grade students. The drawbacks were: (1) time, (2) test content and feedback, and (3) physical symptoms. Time was described as a major drawback because of the “length of the test” and “loss of class time/instruction”. For example, students reported, “a day taken away from learning”, “each test takes about 2 hours of class time which cuts into other classes”, and “the amount of questions make it difficult to focus”.

Similar to the first theme, the exam’s content and feedback was also described as a major drawback. Ninth and tenth grade students responded negatively towards test content, describing it as “non-related to curriculum”, “irrelevant topics”, “same questions just worded differently” and “about memorization”. Students elaborated on the lack of real-world application and the content being unrelated to their current studies as major shortcomings for testing mandates.

Students also described their uneasiness with feedback provided after completing the exam. Students stated that some of these mandated exams, did not show a “score”, “problems missed”, and/or “reasons/explanations”. Students further commented on the lack of feedback by stating, “In my mind, the only thing they test is how well a student can take a test” and “Not sure if they are a good indication of my learning”. These perceptions showed students were skeptical about the overall value for these testing mandates due in part to the content not being applicable and limited feedback.
The third theme shared by students, describing the drawbacks, emphasized the psychological and physical manifestations such as; stress, anxiety and low self-esteem. For example, students stated, “I get stressed out, I fear my grade, I can’t stay focused and feel drained after testing” and “I don’t get enough sleep because I’m either nervous or studying”. The last drawback described by students, portrays a very “stressful” and “sometimes hostile learning environment” which has resulted in many students feeling “bad” or “stupid” and sometimes even further physical symptoms, like a “headache” or “upset stomach”.

The last open-ended question, “Do you have any other opinions about mandated tests you would like to share?” generated three themes (1) test process, (2) measurement accuracy, and (3) test content and feedback. The first theme, test process, referred to the exam’s layout and length. For example, students discussed how the exam had “5 or 6 of the same questions, just phrased differently”. Furthermore, a student expressed that having taken mandated tests at a very young age caused the person to “start to lose interest and motivation for the same test year after year.” Several of the opinions shared provided recommendations, such as; “spacing out over a few days” and “lessening the amount of questions”. The desire to decrease the number of questions could be due to the redundancy many students expressed as to why they “lost interest”.

The second theme, measurement accuracy, introduced a new theme. Measurement accuracy referred to the students’ distrust for how effectively mandated tests evaluated their learning and understanding. Students stated that mandated assessments were, “not a good indication of my learning.” and “not an accurate assessment”. High school students described the length of the exam caused them to “click random ones” or “guess”. The explanations provided by students, does raise uncertainty on whether or not these current conditions surrounding testing mandates could produce an accurate analyses of students learning and understanding.
The third theme, test content and feedback, was a reoccurring theme. Test content and feedback continued to be a major barrier identified by students as an area needing improvement. As for opinions, students described other measures such as “hands-on activities” or integrating smaller assessments into course work, so testing mandates don’t just “come and go” which can create a “one and done” mentality. As for the exam’s feedback, students reiterated their recommendations for more advice/explanation with regards to “how to fix missed questions” or “more detailed information concerning my score”. Students want feedback so the testing experience can be meaningful to them and their learning.

Although negative ratings were indicated by the students from the SCoA-VI, thoughtful insight and recommendations were also conveyed in the students’ responses on the open-ended questions. Heritage (2013) emphasized the importance for students to be viewed as equal stakeholders especially when assessments are used to improve/gauge student learning and understanding. These responses demonstrated how reflective and sincere students can be towards the testing process. Despite the negative outlook, students want to improve and they desire to have a more helpful and useful measure to assess their learning.

The second research question examined high school student perceptions toward mandated assessments based on selected demographic characteristics. The first demographic, gender, showed high school students perceptions towards mandated assessments differed on “External Attribution”, “Affective Benefits”, and “Irrelevance”. According to the SCoA-VI, female students rated “External Attribution” and “Affective Benefits” ($\bar{x} = 2.63$, $\bar{x} = 1.92$) lower than male students ($\bar{x} = 3.00$, $\bar{x} = 2.19$) in the study. Female students tended to disagree more strongly than male students when asked about statements concerning the “school’s quality”, “future education/employment”, “enjoyment for self” and “helpful to classmates”. As for the agreement
side of the scale, female students agreed more ($\bar{x} = 4.32$) than male students ($\bar{x} = 4.04$) that mandated assessments are “unfair/bad” and often “ignored”. Male students tended to have a more neutral standpoint ($\bar{x} = 4.0$) concerning the “Irrelevance” conception.

The next demographic characteristic evaluated high school students' perceptions towards mandated assessments based on language. Ninth and tenth grade students who identified “other” as their primary language ($\bar{x} = 3.53$) “disagreed” with the “Irrelevance” of mandated assessments. Whereas, students that identified “English” as their primary language ($\bar{x} = 4.23$) “agreed” that mandated assessments were irrelevant, meaning they were “unfair/bad” and often “ignored”. It is evident that the difference between English and other languages students influenced their perceptions towards the relevance of these exams.

Another demographic variable, parent/guardian education was examined in this study. High school students' perceptions towards mandated assessments based on parent/guardian education differed on “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits”. High school students who identified parents as having a “high” level of parent/guardian education ($\bar{x} = 3.04, \bar{x} = 1.96$) disagreed more strongly towards the “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits” than students who identified “low” levels of parent/guardian education ($\bar{x} = 3.58, \bar{x} = 2.35$). Both educational levels had negative perceptions towards “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits”. However, students with higher levels of parent/guardian education had a more negative impression that these mandates were beneficial to the student and their education.

The fourth demographic variable assessed in this study was race/ethnicity. High school students' perceptions based on race/ethnicity showed significance with “External Attribution” and Affective Benefits”. “External Attribution” examined whether mandated assessments could predict the “school’s quality” and the student’s “future education/employment” Students who
identified “other” (\( \bar{x} = 1.96 \)) as their race “disagreed” more with “External Attribution” than “white” (\( \bar{x} = 2.63 \)), “black” (\( \bar{x} = 3.16 \)) and “Hispanic/Latino” (\( \bar{x} = 3.27 \)) students. “Affective Benefits” refers to mandated assessments being “enjoyable” and “helpful to classmates”. For “Affective Benefits”, “white” students (\( \bar{x} = 2.08 \)) “disagreed” more than “black” (\( \bar{x} = 2.66 \)), “Hispanic/Latino” (\( \bar{x} = 2.65 \)) and “other” (\( \bar{x} = 2.63 \)). In summary, “other” races did not see the purpose of mandated assessments and the ability to predict the school or student’s performance. White students were more adamant than other races that mandated assessments were not “enjoyable” or “helpful”.

The fifth demographic characteristic was GPA. A large percentage of the students in the study (78%) identified as having a GPA of “3.5 or higher”. This study encompassed a sizable number of students who generally did well academically at school. Statistically, no inferences could be drawn about this variable because it was so homogenous when assessing GPA.

The last demographic investigated was based on students plans after high school. According to the SCoA-VI, students who were planning to attend “college or technical school” (\( \bar{x} = 2.07 \)) were more likely to show a greater disagreement toward “Affective Benefits”. These students disagreed that mandated assessments were “enjoying” and “helpful” than peers who sought a “job/gap year” (\( \bar{x} = 2.50 \)) or were “not sure” (\( \bar{x} = 2.48 \)) on plans after high school. Further analysis showed students who were committed to continuing their education after high school perceived to have a more negative outlook towards the enjoyment and helpfulness of mandated assessments.

In conclusion, demographic characteristics examined in the study (gender, language, race, parent/guardian education and plans after high school) had an impact on high school student perceptions towards mandated assessments. Three demographic factors (gender, race, and
parent/guardian education) affected two or more of the conceptions assessed in the study. The demographic characteristics (gender, race, parent/guardian education and plans after high school) had the greatest impact on the conception, “Affective Benefits”. Demographics will be corroborated by the literature in the next section.

**Conclusions**

Students may have a dislike for testing, but ultimately they want to improve. Despite their negative feelings towards the mandated testing process, students offered valuable insight on possible adjustments for creating a more conducive measure that is relevant, reliable and offers opportunities for improvement. This study draws several conclusion that include no benefits for students, the value of tests, lack of student motivation, minimal test feedback, student morale and demographic data.

First, this study aligns with the literature regarding unintended outcomes at the classroom level (Layton, 2015; Simon, 2010). According to the SCoA-VI, 9th and 10th students perceived mandated assessments were “unfair/bad” and often “ignored” by students. They expressed concern about the reliability of the results as many students guessed or were quickly “clicking” to finish the test. In addition to the survey data, a large percentage of students responded that there was “no benefits” for students. Also, concerns for the length and time these assessments consumed were described in the drawbacks as major contributors to the shortcomings of testing mandates.

Similar to these findings, Simon (2010) described the testing process as time-consuming due to preparing and administering the assessment. For example, Layton (2015) highlighted a study consisting of 66 city school districts that found on average PreK-12th grade students spent
18.4 hours a year on testing. Likewise, in this study, students reported, “a day taken away from learning”, “each test takes about 2 hours of class time which cuts into other classes”, and “it’s a waste of time that I could have spent actually learning.” Students’ responses substantiated the concerns educators report about the amount of time mandated assessments takes from instruction and other content areas (Mora, 2011; Au, 2009; Berliner, 2009). It is imperative that stakeholders at the Federal/state and district level assess the amount of time devoted to test-taking. Similar to what the students were advocating in this study, new approaches towards testing mandates that involve all stakeholders, including students, is greatly needed so that a more useful system might be created.

The second conclusion relates to the concern students had about mandated assessments and the value of the content being assessed. On the SCoA-VI, 9th and 10th grade students showed a strong “disagreement” for how these mandated exams improved learning. Students perceived testing mandates were not “helpful”, had “little impact on learning” and not seen as “an accurate measure” of their learning. In addition to the survey, students also responded negatively in the open-ended questions when describing test content. Students stated that is was “non-related to curriculum” and consisted of “irrelevant topics” that they were “not currently studying” and was just “about memorization”. Similar to these students’ perceptions, Berliner (2009) also concluded that mandated assessments tended to examine lower order thinking skills and further supported the need for more critical-thinking that was relevant to the real world.

Furthermore, the value of testing is important due to the money being spent on these initiatives (Topol et al., 2013). Given the current financial situation across the United States, new assessment designs need to be as cost-effective and efficient as possible, because funding and resources are very limited. As policymakers and administration make decisions about how to
design, conduct, and pay for assessments, they need to weigh and balance accurate information from all stakeholders, especially students. Topol, et al. (2013) stated that school districts spend on average between $15 to $20 per student on assessments and data management systems that are not always well-aligned and are unable to measure more advanced skills. Despite this, many experts agree that assessments are needed to measure not only what students have learned but can be used as learning tool for students, parents, and teachers (Topol et al. 2013). Given that testing mandates are costly, finding cost effective solutions that meet pedagogical and assessment needs is warranted. To be beneficial, federal/state and district systems need economically sound testing that accurately and reliably measures learning outcomes.

The third conclusion in this study is that students did not perceive the test’s results provided motivation or helpful feedback. According to the SCoA-VI, students were more likely to “strongly disagree” with statements such as mandated assessments, “motivate me and my classmates to help each other” or “our class becomes more motivated to learn”. As for feedback, students also “disagreed” on the survey that mandated assessments “identify what I need to study next”, “tells my parents how well I am doing” and the “teacher uses assessments results to help me improve”. In the open-ended questions students expressed, “we don’t learn anything”, “they don’t help us learn or improve”, “they don’t give us the progress that we need”, and “I don’t think they show what we have learned”. These findings were similar to a previous study that indicated teachers’ concerns for how testing mandates did not support improvement for them and their students (Harris, Harnett, & Brown; 2009). However, this conclusion contradicts Nicholas (2007) rationale for teachers and students for having testing mandates because he argued that they are a motivation tool that provides higher levels of accountability and the feedback assists
with learning and teaching. This study, however, does not support Nicholas’ rationale and instead suggest that the mandated tests provide little motivation for students.

Another conclusion drawn from the SCoA-VI indicated students disagreed mandated assessments measured “school quality”. In other words, students felt that their mandated assessment scores did not represent the true value or worth of the school. This was further elaborated on by students in the open-ended questions. Although a majority of students found no benefit at all for having taken mandated assessments, a small percentage acknowledged non-student benefits. For example, students stated, “which schools need better funding and staff”, “the overall improvement of the school as a whole”, and “understanding achievement and wealth gaps”. The fourth conclusion about non-student benefits was consistent with previous literature (Reback et al., 2011; Supovitz, 2009) describing testing mandates at the organizational level as a needed process to ensure all students have a fair and equal opportunity. Au & Hollar (2016) described that for many people testing can make sense because it provides clear data that can be used to hold people and schools accountable. Students described this notion that a non-student benefit of mandated assessments could be that it creates more equity among schools, districts, and states. However, since only a few of the students saw benefits for the school, it must be emphasized that a majority of the students do not see a need for mandated assessments to create equity or have an effect on the schools.

This study also confirmed prior research about mandated tests and their impact on students. The study showed that students perceived that mandated assessments were not an accurate measure of their learning. Students reported that they don’t “ignore assessment information” but agree on the SCoA-VI that mandated assessments are “unfair to students”, “not very accurate” and “value-less”. In the open-ended questions, students described mandated
assessments did not “show how intelligent I am”, “have little impact” and “interfere with my learning”. These responses portrayed a “stressful” and “sometimes hostile learning environment” which resulted in students feeling “bad” or “stupid”. Previous research has shown that testing can create intense pressure and anxiety, which can produce negative results that potentially have harmful effects to the learner (Duncan & Stevens, 2011). In this study, students reported psychological symptoms and physical manifestations from having participated in mandated assessments. For example, students stated, “I get stressed out, I fear my grade, I can’t stay focused and feel drained after testing.”, “I don’t get enough sleep because I’m either nervous or studying”, and “Higher stress levels and being taught that a test score determines my whole future”. These findings substantiate the harmful effects that has been described in previous research (Duncan & Stevens, 2011).

Another conclusion connected to prior research are the effects mandated assessments have on student morale. In this study, the SCoA-VI, showed that 9th and 10th grade students expressed a lack of effort they had for their testing performance. In the qualitative section, students described the length of the exam caused them to want to “click random ones” or “guess”. Another explained that, “Having taken mandated test starting at a very young age you begin to lose interest and motivation for the same test year after year.” Previous literature advised that student motivation can often inflate or deflate a score, meaning the results may not always be an accurate measure of their knowledge and understanding of the content (Zerpa et al., 2011). Paris, Roth, and Turner (2000), discovered older students tended to put forth less effort and fewer test strategies compared to younger students being assessed. The results of this study, therefore, substantiates concerns about the impact on student morale with regards to the number of tests the students are required to take each year.
Finally, there were several conclusions related to the demographic data analyzed in this study. First, gender showed to have the most statistical significance regarding the four conceptions surveyed on the SCoA-VI. Three out of the four conceptions (External Attribution, Affective Benefits and Irrelevance) showed to have a relationship between the conceptions and the gender identified by students. Reardon et al. (2018) examined the relationship between test item formats and the gender achievement gap. They found that test item formats explained approximately 25 percent of the variation in gender achievement gaps in the United States. For example, multiple choice tests were shown to be favored more by males than females (Reardon et al. 2018). The mandated assessments referred to in this study were primarily in multiple choice formats which could explain why females tended to “disagree” more than males concerning the areas of “Improvement”, “External Attribution” and “Affective Benefits”. This was also reiterated in the open-ended responses by students when several recommendations were provided for other formats/designs to assess student learning/achievement.

Another conclusion was race/ethnicity and how it tied to previous literature concerning students of color. On the SCoA-VI, “white” students disagreed more strongly than “black”, “Hispanic/Latino” and “other” on the “Affective Benefits”. White students did not perceive testing assessments were helpful. Greenfield et al. (2003) noted that students of varying ethnic backgrounds can hold differing beliefs and these interpretations need to be taken into consideration when teaching and assessing students. Understanding how cultural influences shape students perceptions could have very easily affected how students perceived “Affective Benefits”. Therefore, white students could have very different meanings or values towards these exams when compared to students of color, based on their current situation/experiences.
The last conclusion drawn from the demographic data involved the level of parent/guardian education. In this study, students who identified as “high” parent/guardian education disagreed more on the “Improvement” and “Affective Benefits” from the SCoA-VI compared to “low” parent/guardian educational levels. Research has shown that an “opportunity gap” can lead to an achievement gap (Hardy, 2017; Carter & Welner, 2013). Socio-economic factors such as income levels, housing, educational attainment, employment rates, crime, and resources available to schools, are typically worse for African Americans and Hispanics than for Whites. These socio-economic factors can contribute to Black and Hispanic students having less access to opportunities than whites thus resulting in less educational advantages. In this study, students of color tended to disagree less than White Non-Hispanic students when asked about the “Improvement” and “Affective benefits” gained from completing testing mandates. Knowing that Black and Hispanic/Latino students are more likely to be exposed to an “opportunity gap” could influence how these students perceive testing mandates and the outcome these experiences may provide to them personally.

Implications for Practice

This study began with an interest in how students perceive mandated assessments. The findings showed students disliked testing mandates, but offered thoughts on how they might be more useful. Research has shown that students who believe they have a voice in school are seven times more likely to be academically motivated than students who do not believe they have a voice (Quaglia Institute for School Voice and Aspirations, 2016). Teachers, administrators, district level coordinators and policy makers should consider the students comments and feedback from this study. Why can’t these exams be made more useful for educational purposes?
Are there ways these assessments might have more of an educational impact on students? If teachers are using test results for diagnostic purposes, should that be made clear to students? Also, what about the feedback provided to students after these exams?

For educators and administration, the main goal of our work is to help students learn. Several students in the study requested the opportunity to see what they got correct and what they got wrong. Listening to student voice can increase their level of effort and persistence, which is one of the most important factors that affect achievement (Toshalis & Nakkula, 2012). From this study, it is apparent students want to utilize these exams in a more beneficial way that supports their own learning. Considering the students’ suggestions it seems to clearly be the next step needed to improve the testing process.

**Implications for Future Research**

This study is important for students, parents, and all stakeholders involved in the testing process because it offers an important perspective that has not been heavily emphasized within the current literature. The following areas are recommendations derived from the findings and conclusions.

The first recommendation for research would be the replication of this study using larger samples to further explore demographic characteristics. It would be important to make sure demographics such as gender, race/ethnicity, etc. are included to make the sample more representative of the population. This study only looked at students from one school district. The study’s sample was primarily Non-Hispanic White (81%) which may have produced biased results. However, the demographic characteristics examined did highlight significant factors. Female and English speaking students were more likely to agree with the “Irrelevance” they feel
about mandated assessments. Also, females, whites, those planning to attend college or technical training, and those with higher levels of parent/guardian education disagreed with “Affective Benefits”, meaning they perceived the assessments were not enjoyable and helpful. Repeating the study with a larger representative sample size would be recommended, so that more information and understanding on how students demographic characteristics affect their perceptions towards mandated assessments.

The second recommendation for research would be to utilize the instrument with several tested grade levels at the primary and secondary levels rather than just high school students. This would provide varying viewpoints from students spanning grades 3rd-10th that are all required to participate in testing mandates at the state and district level. In this study, the effort and motivation high school students reported in regard to mandated assessments were concerning. One previous study did show a discrepancy between elementary and secondary students regarding the level of effort and motivation given during these exams (Paris, Roth, and Turner (2000). Therefore, another recommendation would be to replicate this study using primary and secondary students or a longitudinal study to explore the relationship age/grade has on students perceptions towards mandated assessments.

The third recommendation would be to conduct a comparative study that examines the length of the tests. Many students described the time lost from the classroom as a major disruption from their current instruction. Students suggested recommendations such as shorter exams or having them taken in increments spread overtime to help alleviate these unwanted consequences. A study examining different length of days and time devoted to tests would add to the research on testing accuracy.
The fourth recommendation would be to investigate a specific mandated test rather than encompassing all of them at the federal/state and district level. Mandated assessments is a broad term that includes multiple tests at the state and district level. Narrowing down on a specific testing mandate and comparing it to other tests based on the test’s purpose could provide additional insight on how students perceive this experience. It could also validate how students perceive the function or purpose for these exams which would be useful to those stakeholders at the district and building level initiating and assigning these tests.

The fifth recommendation would be to look at the differences in feedback provided by each test. Feedback referred to the information provided to students after completing the exam. Students reported concerns about “not showing a score” and wanting “reasons/explanations”. Students also included recommendations with regards to “how to fix missed questions” or “more detailed information concerning their score”. Taking a deeper look at mandated assessments by examining each test in regards to the level of feedback provided to students might distinguish some assessments. What information is given to students from the exam itself and what if any information is provided by teachers afterwards? It was evident that students want this process to be beneficial to their learning.

The sixth recommendation would be to look at privacy issues for students under 18. Hattie and Timperley (2007) described feedback as one of the most powerful influences on learning and achievement. In this study, students provided thoughtful comments and recommendations to improve the test to make it more beneficial to them and their learning. However, the sample size in this study was relatively small because of the difficulty to get permission to study students at the secondary level because they were under the age of 18. Having to go through multiple steps to attain parental consent, which was done through a third
party, limited the number of students participating in this study. I would recommend that when investigating student perceptions taking other avenues to attain parental consent to increase the sample size rather than the method used in this study going through a third party.

The last recommendation would be to study student perceptions after time had elapsed. Perhaps examining perceptions of students in college to determine, over time, if the tests had influence on their academic career or performance. As the educational environment strongly affects student achievement, satisfaction and success (Lo, 2010). It is important to gain feedback from students regarding their testing experience. Assessments are considered one of the most important aspects of higher education, because students’ learning processes and learning outcomes are strongly influenced by the assessment system (Gibbs and Simpson 2004). Understanding how students perceive these testing mandates from individuals seeking higher levels of education after high school, could provide additional viewpoints that have not been explored in prior studies.
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Demographic Information

The information collected will be used for analysis purposes only. None of the information collected will be individually identifiable in the final study.

* What is your gender?
  - Female
  - Male

* What race/ethnicity do you identify with the most?
  - Non-Hispanic White
  - Hispanic or Latino
  - Black or African American
  - Other

* What is the primary language spoken in your home?
  - English
  - Spanish
  - Other

* What is the highest level of education that one of your parents or guardians have accomplished?
  - Did not Graduate High School
  - Graduated High School
  - Associates Degree (2 Years of College)
  - Bachelor Degree (4 Years of College)

* Which range best represents your middle and high school grade point average (GPA)?
  - 3.5 and Above (Mostly A's)
  - 2.5-3.5 (Mostly B's)
  - 1.5-2.5 (Mostly C's)
  - Other

* What do you plan to do after high school?
  - 4-year College
  - 2-year College or Technical Training
  - Full time job
  - Take a year off from school, what is referred to as a "Gap year" then attend college
  - Not sure
E: SCoA-VI

Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments

Student Conceptions of Assessment Survey (SCoA-VI)
2008, Dr. Gavin Brown, University of Auckland

The following survey questions asks about your belief and understanding towards mandated assessments, specifically those tests developed and/or required by the federal, state and/or school district (Measurement of Academic Performance test (MAP) & the Kansas State Assessments).

Please give your rating for each of the following statements based on your opinion about mandated assessments. Indicate how much you actually agree or disagree with each statement. Use the following rating scale and choose the one response that comes closest to describing your perception.

Strongly Disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | Strongly Agree | 6 | 7
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* I pay attention to my results on mandated tests in order to focus on what I could do better next time

Strongly Disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | Strongly Agree | 6 | 7

* Mandated tests encourage my class to work together and help each other

Strongly Disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | Strongly Agree | 6 | 7

* Mandated tests are unfair to students

Strongly Disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | Strongly Agree | 6 | 7

* Mandated test results show how intelligent I am

Strongly Disagree | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | Strongly Agree | 6 | 7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Mandated tests help teachers track my progress</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mandated tests are engaging and enjoyable experience for me</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>I ignore mandated tests information</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mandated tests are a way to determine how much I have learned from teaching</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A mandated test is checking off my progress against achievement objectives or standards</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>I make use of the feedback I get to improve my learning</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mandated tests provide information on how well schools are doing</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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* **Mandated test provide information on how well schools are doing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **Mandated tests motivate me and my classmates to help each other**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **Mandated tests interfere with my learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **I look at what I got wrong or did poorly on to guide what I should learn next**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **I use mandated tests to take responsibility for my next learning steps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **Mandated tests results predict my future performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **Our class becomes more supportive when we are assessed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **Teacher are over-assessing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **I use mandated tests to identify what I need to study next**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments

- **Mandated tests are important for my future career or job**
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **When we do mandated tests, there is a good atmosphere in our class**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Mandated test results are not very accurate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **My teacher uses mandated test results to help me improve**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Mandated tests measure the worth or quality of schools**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Mandated tests make our class cooperate more with each other**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Mandated tests are value-less**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers use my mandated test results to see what they need to teach me next</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When we are assessed, our class becomes more motivated to learn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I ignore or throw away my mandated test results</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandated tests show whether I can analyze and think critically about a topic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find myself really enjoying learning when I am assessed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandated tests have little impact on my learning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandated tests tell my parents/guardians how much I have learned</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6/7
F: Open-Ended Questions

Student Perceptions Towards Mandated Assessments

Overall, what do you see as the benefits to you as a high school student for having taken mandated tests in school?

What do you see as the drawbacks for you as a high school student having taken mandated tests in school?

Do you have any other opinions about mandated test you would like to share?
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